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"They're stubborn—we're stubborn"
by Mark Wigmore
On Sunday January 11, the
custodial ana maintenance workers
at Laurier went out on strike
and began to walk the picket lines in
29 below weather to back contract
demands. The workers, members of
CUPE 926 are striking after
rejecting the university's latest
contract offer bya. vote of over 92
percent.
The latest offerby the university
called foran increase of65 cents per
hour in the first yearofthe two year
contract with an additional 5 cents
to be added mid-way through April
of 1981. In the second yearthe offer
would have increased wages an
additional 65 cents an hour plus a
cost-of-living allowance which
would see a 5% rise in the consumer
price index trigger a 1 cent an hour
rise in the hourly wage.
It would also have given the
women cleaners, the lowest paid
workers in the union an additional 5
cents per hour in the first yearof the
contract. This was intended to start
to clear the wage differences
between male "custodians" and
female "cleaners." The union's
latest counter-offer would haveseen
wages rise 75 cents in each year of
the contract and would have given
the cleaners a 5 cent raise in each of
the two years.
Present wages in the union
average$5.99 anhour witha 18cent
an hour cost-of-living clause which
the union has agreed to freeze until
July of 1982 if a new contract is
signed. The female cleaners receive
$4.97 an hour while the male
custodians receive a base rate of
$6.19 per hour.
The negotiations between the
university and the union began on
September 6, 1980 to replace the
contract which expired Oct. 14.
They broke downon December 19th
despite the efforts of an Ontario
government mediator, Paul
Gardiner. There have been no
contract talks since that time.
Union spokesperson and Local
president, John Campbell suggests
that despite the seemingly small
difference between the twopositions
itcould be a whilebefore the strike is
settled, "They'restubbornand we're
stubborn," he states while
suggesting that the university is
afraid "if they give it to us the
increase will have to pass down the
line" to other staff and faculty so
they are "hell-bent to hold tight".
Negotiator "for the University,
Earle Rayner states that right now
he is simply "trying to evaluate the
issues that lead up to the strike"
emphasizing that he believes the
university "hasa fairand reasonable
offer" while at the same time
puzzling that sucha small difference
provoked strike action.
The workers involvedin the strike
are those who usually look after the
heating, plumbing and ventelation
systems of the school as well as the
cleaningand snowshovelling duties.
These jobs are now being done by
management personnel while the
strike is on, and Rayner is confident
that they can keep the school open
during the strike.
Unionrep. JohnCampbell simply
asked "students not to do our jobs"
except for the "basic stuffthat they
have to do to live". He said thatboth
faculty and students are free todo as
they wish, mentioning thathewould
like faculty to honourthe picket line
but at the same time he knew they
had a job to do.
Cleaning has been a bit of a
problem but Cheryl Oleniuk, Head
Resident ofLittle House, stated that
students could survive during the
strike as long as students learn to
clean up after themselves. She has
suggested to dons that they
encourage students to clean up and
fine people whomake an 'inordinate
mess. "I think students could bear it
(the strike) for a while... in the long
run it will benefit them ... in the
short run it'sbound tohurtsomeone
but that's too bad", she said. If the
strike goeson for overaweekCheryl
plans to organize a co-operative of
students to pick up after themselves
and to do some of the basic cleaning
that would need to be done.
Deliveries to the university have
also been delayed by the strike.
Many drivers recognized thepicket
line and refused to cross.
Silverwood's dairy and Weston's
bakery trucks initially refused to
make scheduled deliveries, but
eventually the deliveries were made
by management personnel of the
company and in the case of
Silverwood's using a Hertz Rent-a-
Truck.
Mildred Reiner of Food Services
said that the strike had turned away
one truck with food and vegetables
in it but that they were "pretty well
prepared on Friday, there are some
things you just can't get in advance
but I'll be OK except for the milk,
bread, greens and eggs". She
explains that she "feels a
responsibility for kids on meal
tickets" so she won't cut down on
milk andbread, but somemenus will
have to be changed.
The Student Union had expressed
concern that the strike would affect
beer deliveries to the Turret and
therefore leave it beer-less for the
weekend. However after talks with
both the university and the union,it
was agreed that the brewer's truck
would be allowed to enter with its
cargo.
While the strikers have allowed
most trucks to pass with little
obstruction, John Campbell stated
Tuesday that deliveries of milk,
donuts and bagels were being
organized and made together and
that this should stop. Until that
time, Campbell suggested that
students, faculty and staff boycott
milk, donuts and bagels.
Torque Room Supervisor Donna
Faulkner stated, when interviewed,
that bagels and donuts were no
longer being ordered.
No meetings between the
universityand theunion are planned
at the present time.
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Striken on the picket line* brave the cold outside the delivery entrance on Brtcker Street.
Introducing: the DAC
by Jane Allan
Any student facing disciplinary
action at Laurier has been the
subject of consideration of the
seven-member students' judicial
body known as the Dean's Advisory
Council.> The D.A.C., which Dean Nichols
believes to be one of the most
{successful of such councils in
North America, meets once a week
whether or not they have specific
cases to consider. On these
occasions council members work
with various resource people to
further their ability to deal fairly
with students.
j A fair perspective is important as
the D.A.C. is very influential on
campus. This year's D.A.C.
chairman, Matt Moorman cannot
recall a single instance in which the
decision of the Council was
overruled by anyone, although they
have dealt with "lots of cases" sofar
this year.
Any disciplinary measures
directedtoward students, eventhose
originating with the president ofthe
university, must be channeled
through the D.A.C. and Moorman
states that the final decision rests
with the council.
The committee must be in total
agreement for a decision to be
reached, and for this reason Nichols
believes in the results ofthe Council
and views it with "a lot of respect".
Nichols feels that the D.A.C.
deals with students somewhat more
harshly thanhe would, because they
are dealing with their peers.
Moorman, however, feels that
decisions are made very fairly,
expressing the opposite opinion to
that of Dean Nichols.
Nichols cites the lowprofile ofthe
D.A.C. as one of its merits saying
that those who require the services
of the Council will find outabout if
Moorman, however, wishes more
students knew of its existence
suggesting that this knowledge
mightact as a deterrent for wayward
students.
Moorman suggests that students
believe they can "get away with"
starting fights at the Turret or
"borrowing" dishes from the dining
hall, but according to Moorman,
word of many of these activities
reach theD.A.C, which does have a
very influential voice with the
administration.
D.A.C. members are selected
from applicants answering
advertisements from the previous
Council. Applicants are further
screened through interviews to come
up with the seven-member board.
The D.A.C. is a prominent
example of students with say at
WLU, and depending on the nature
of your activities on campus, you,
the student, may be glad of their
existence.
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Bones' new job
by Mary Sehl
Mike Belanger, former Liquor
Services Coordinator, has recently
been named to the position of the
Director of Housing.
Balanger, who was Lounge
Supervisor of the Turret until
August, 1980, was the only internal
candidate to apply for the housing
position. He was hired after being
interviewed by a selection
committee including Dean Fred
Nichols, James Wilgar, and Mike
Brown, as well as by the university
Personnel department.
Dean Nichols said WLU has not
had a Director of Housing since
1975 when a freeze on hiring
prevented the position from being
filled after the former director left
his post for another position. As a
result, Dean Nichols took over the
housing responsibilities temporar-
ily.
It was decided that the position
should be made available again
when Dean Nichols found almost
90% of his job involved housing,
leaving little time for his other
responsibilities.
With the development ofthe three
off-campusresidences and plans for
a fourth to be completed by
September, the work involved in
housing has expandedconsiderably.
Balanger says that strict
boundaries have not been set for his
new position, but his responsibilities
will include the Housing Office, all
residences both on and off campus,
and the Dons and Head Residents.
He sa>s he likes the environment
at WLU, and while he enjoyed his
former job, he felt there was little
prospect for advancement.
As a result, his new position has
great appeal to him, and he feels it
will open new avenues for him.
Dean Nichols, who will remain as
Balanger's immediate supervisor, is
equally happy with his selection. He
feels Balanger gets along well with
people and his experience in
supervising students will be
valuable.
According to Earl Rayner,
Director of Personnel, and
Administrative Services, Balanger's
former position of Liquor Services
Coordinator, will be posted and his
department will help WLUSU in
finding someone for the job.
Balanger, who is currently
holding both jobs, hopes the
transition will be completed by the
beginning ofFebruary.
Analysis:
The little room upstairs
by Sonya Ralph
In a memorandum to AIESEC,
Marketing Club, TAMIAE and
the Student Representatives of the
School of Business, Max Stewart,
the Dean of the Faculty said, "The
School of Business and Economics
continues to value close student-
faculty associations." 'Value', in this
case meaning 'to desire', 'to esteem'
or 'to respect.
Quite a differentattitude seems to
be taking place within the highly
organized walls of Laurier. One
meeting room, approximately 15' x
10', is assigned to serve the three
clubs or roughly, 1800 members.
What 'value' are we as students
allowed? (in this case also meaning
'a fairreturn orequivalent in money,
goods or services for something
exchanged')
PlOO6, a hardly noticeable
cubbyhole in the Peters Building, is
allocated as a meeting room which
stores several filing cabinets, a desk,
and a few feet of walking space.
Because so many clubs share the
space, there is much confusion with
the office hours. Heinz Schaerer, of
AIESEC, says "there is too much
overlap" and like many of the
members, he would enjoy beingable
to have regular meetings and hours
to provide an even more worthwhile
service to the students.
Nich Shcerban of the Marketing
Club is adament on the subject. He
has been trying to get a new office
since last February, but no solution
has been found. Shcherban
comments, "It is hard to imagine
they build a brand new building on
campus and now it is full tocapacity
with offices. The new building
wasn't built for students, it's for the
administration. If a new prof came
on campus tomorrow, do you think
they would find him an office?
Although Shcherban went
through the apporpriate channels in
discussing this matter, no one
seemed able to help him. Not one
person told him he was not
warranted in seeking the space. Dr.
Tayler sympathized with the effort
in writing, "This in no way takes
away from the value ofyourclub nor
my appreciation of the job you are
doing; it is simplyat the present time
I cannot find the space."
Shcherban is getting tired of the
excuses: "They spend so much
money getting students here but
once they get them here andhave got
their money, they don't care." A
suggestion was made to turn the
reading room just down the hall
from PlOO6 into a meeting room.
During several visits of my own to
the room no one was present,
studying or otherwise.
Like Nick, and the other members
of AIESEC, Marketing Club and
TAMIAE, I must question the
priorities involved in this situation.
What 'value' to the clubs, the school
and the community is this type of
negligence?
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These are some of the people sharing this office.
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Board: Strikes and Backgammon
by Norm Napper
The first WLUSU board meeting
of 1981 was convened last Sunday,
with the meeting lasting only two
hours. Essential dates concerning
the upcoming WLUSU elections
were announced. Nominations will
be accepted from Jan. 22 through
January 30, with a candidate's
meeting being held on the last date.
January 30 to February 9 will see the
candidates campaigning, and the
election itselfwill occur on February
10. The successful candidates'
names will be announcedin the Cord
of February 12.
Regarding the maintenance
worker's strike, it was decided that
the board did not have enough
information to take a stand on the
matter. A possible course of action
will be to send a letterto both parties
in the dispute urging a quick
solution to the problem.
Lounge policy reported its
suggestions for wages in Wilfs.
Those manning the doorand the bar
receive $3.50 per hourfrom Monday
through Friday, with an increase to
$3.85 on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday evenings. The floor help
(that is, the waitresses) will receive
$2.85 per hour at all times. The
reason for the discrepancy in wages
is that the waftresses frequently
receive tips. However, it ws pointed
out that with beer being a dollar
even, fewer tips are given than in the
Turret, where beer is 85c. A review
of pricing policy to have the costs of
drinks raised by s<t in order to
encourage tipping was suggested,
but was rejected on the grounds that
an increase would not be justifiable
at this time.
Backgammon boards will be
purchased for use in Wilfs. No cash
deposit for using these games willbe
required, but the users must
exchange their ID card for a game.
Upcoming events for which the
Turret has been booked: The Second
City WinterCarnival Show will take
place on January 20, the Tamiae
Talent Night will be heldon January
21, and the Hatfield Band will
appear on January 22.
Craig Treleaven, SAM Board
director, was given $2,827 and an
amount to cover sales tax tobuy new
disc jockey equipment. In his
presentation to the Board,
Treleaven said the old equipment is
no longer satisfactorily functional
and needs to be replaced.
Student Publications was allotted
the office space vacated by Dean
Nichols and his secretary, which is
right across from the Cord office.
According to JoeVeit, President of
Student Pubs, the space is badly
needed because of the crowded
conditions which currently exist at
the Cord.
Treasurer John Bazilli submitted
the annual auditor's report to the
Board. He reported excess revenues
over expenditures from WLUSU
operations of being about $40,000
up from $12,000 last year. The
dramatic increase was a result of all
Board of Student Activities
accounts doing extremely well.
Profits from the Turret rose $20,000
from $10,000 to $30,000 mainly
because maintenance expenses and
the number of bands were down.
Finally, a motion to giveWLUSU
President Mike Brown an honor-
arium of $200 was passed, to
recognize the fact that he lived
within a 40-mile radius oftheschool
during the summer and was able to
help on Wilfs. Another motion was
passed requiring Brown to buy the
first round in the Turret this Friday
Liaison office gains visibility
by Nadine Johnston
Recently a man with a wheel-
barrow has been seen in the WLU
halls. He is a member of the crew
responsible for the consturction of
the new liaison offices across from
the Registrar's office.
When the Dean of Arts and
Sciences was moved to the sth
Floor of the Central Teaching
Building, this office area was left
vacant. The area is now being
enlarged to consolidate three
departments; the offices of Liaison,
Admissions and Director of
Continuing Education will soon be
in full operation from the new
offices.
Director of Physical Plant and
Planning Wes Robinson says that
the idea is to "make more space as
well as making the liaison office
more presentable for the students".
The new liaison office will have a
waiting room, meeting room, and a
room in which to show films to
students interested in coming to
Laurier. The office wouldbe able to
accommodate 10-12 students at a
time, he added.
Although new liaison offices are
a definite benefit to WLU,
construction of the offices has
caused some inconveniences.
Students in Room 2-115 were forced
to leave class due to fumes arising
from the construction site. There
have also been a few complaints
about the noise of hammers coming
from the construction during
classes.
Robinson quotes the estimated
cost of this project at approximately
$15,000.00.
Construction of these offices
should be completed at the end of
this week or early next week.
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EDITORIAL
A strikeis rarely anybody's idea of a good time and for the striking workers at
Laurier havinga good time is probably furthest from theirmind. Onthis past Monday,
the Kitchener Record in its page one banner headline moans "Area Shivers through
Winters' Coldest Night" while on page fourteen it mentions the existence of the
Laurier strike. The combination ofthe weatherand the strike do not add up to a very
good time. Strike line comaraderie and hot drinks can go only so far in calming the
quivering cold. The $50 per week strike paythat the workersreceive to walk the picket
line and buy the groceries seems to be little incentive to do so. The people picketing are
doing so not because it's fun but because they believe the university is not offering
them a fair shake. And perhaps they are right.
The differences between the university and the union boil down to ones involving
wages and the re-classification of the lowest paid workers. The wage differences
between the two amount[to. 10c per hour per worker over the space of a two year
agreement and the re-classification dispute involves a variation of5c perhour over the
two year contract. The re-classification was needed since the lowest paid workers in
the union, the female cleaners, were being paid $1.21 per hour less than the male
custodians.
The differences seem fairly small but a strong feeling ofa stalemate has set in. The
union and the university negotiator have not met since December 19and at that time
little headway was made despite the presence ofa government mediator. As oneunion
spokesman said, "They're stubborn and we're stubborn." So the Bricker Street trailer
and the sidewalks around Laurier have become the workplace of the strikers as they
continue to seek settlement wjth the university.
Meanwhile a few concerns have surfaced among Laurier students faced with the
strike. These range from ones over the stability oftheDining Hall and Torque Room
food supply to the question of who will pick up the mess students have made in the TV
lounge. The Student Union is concerned over whether the strike will interrupt their
beer supply while people in residence are concerned about who will clean their sheets.
Some of the concerns expressed are major, others not so major but the tendency of
many has become to blame someone, and among many someone is the person whowas
last doing the job now not being done, the worker. That is unfortunate since it is not
the fault ofthe workers that they are on strike but it lies with acollapse ofthecollective
bargaining process between the university and the union. It is not the intent of the
workers to create undue hardships for students or faculty. In a strike some people will
suffer and in this strike perhaps those people will have to be, not only those out on
strike, but the students as well..Usually that suffering is not that great. A slightly dirty
bed-sheet ora fairly messy lounge are really inconveniencesrather than true suffering.
Despite the problems it would be hoped that students try to avoid interfering with the
strike process. Students should perhaps attempt to avoid throwing potato chips and
pop cans around lounges since with the strike they probably will remain where thrown,
and they should be prepared to make to do with a blandier than usual menu at the
Dining Hall and Torque Room, but students can sufferand if need be, sacrifice for a
while.
Mark Wigmore
Editor
It's traditional that every year the news editor doesan
editorial complaining about all the things around this
school that need fixing. The time has come.
First, there's a pair of Wallabees on the roofof Little
House that's been there for the three years I've watched
them from the Cord office. They've been through several
winters and right now look verylonely. Once the strike is
over I'd like P.P. & P. (sounds like a law firm) toremove
them.
The fact that the door to the Library tunnel is locked
on Sundays and sometimes on Saturdays. Winters are
cold here and it's a pain to go through the whole tunnel
only to find the door locked. Iv c wondered if this is in
fact illegal because there is an exit sign over the door on
the library side; I can visualize the deadly panicas smoke
billows through the hall and fear-crazed students from
the Reserve Room fight madly to get through a locked
door while the seductively lit exit sign looks on
mockingly. Security tells me it iskept locked on weekends
because it takes too long to unlock it. Now ifyou figure it
takes four minutes to lock or unlock the door, including
the time necessary to walk down from upstairs, it means
some body is going to spend a total of 18 days solid over
the next 30 years doing nothing but locking and
unlocking that door. That's a lot oftime. But ifyou look
at it, the purpose of this school is for WE THE
STUDENTS not for the convenience of the
administration. I think the door should be open.
I dislike the fact that the TV in the SUB ismonopolized
by armchair joques on most Sunday afternoons. Football
may be the most intellectual programming these minds
can understand, but I wish they would appreciate that
some of us frankly don't care about anything to do with
sports. I appreciated a crisis being averted by Supercop
one evening last fall when some of us were watching
Upstairs at the White House — good relevent social
drama — when some joques fresh from football practise
came in and noisily demanded to watch their game.
Supercop opened up the Turret for them.
The turnstile at the end of the Torque Room lineup.
The device serves no function I can see, since it rotates
two ways, but it is terribly inconvenient for anyone in a
wheelchair or on crutches.
And there are only 8 more issues of the Cord.
CarlFriesen
News Editor
LETTERS
Ethics
At New York City in 1952 one
Adlai Stevenson said inaspeech that
"It is often easier to fight for
principles than to live up to them"
The statement is very simple and
straightforward but no less
profound in its application. I can't
help to believe that it isalso easier to
draw attention to lack of ethical
principles than to practice them.
I am trying here to respond to an
editorial in the last Cord issue of
1980 which began "Carl, you know
there's no ethics in business," a
quote attrituted to an officer of a
club associated with the School of
Business and Economics. Torefresh
your memory, the officer was upset
at the lack of adequate coverage of
one of the club's events. "Part ofhis
reasoning was that since they were
nice to us (the Cord) in giving us
advertising we should be nice to
them and give the events they
sponsor extra coverage." The
Editors' response was "that for
ethical reasons we do not provide
preferential coverage nomatter how
many ads they give us." The officer
then responded with his now
infamous words that began the
editorial.
Now, with the help of Mr.
Stevenson shedding some light on
this situation I have asked myself if
the Cord, in its efforts to supply the
Laurier population with news and
fair representations of student
opinion and the like, does not itself
fall into such a trap as described in
the first paragraph.
I am not attempting to be overly
critical of the Cord, by writing this
letter. I believe I am being fair to
mention that since 1976 when I
began at Laurier I have observed
many instances in which the Cord,
The Students' Union and other
groups (not necessarily - student
organized or subscribed to) have
acted in a manner something less
thanethical.Many ofthese instances
were unethical by design, not by
accident.
One that comes to mind most
recently concerns The Cord's
reporting style and presentation
regarding reading week. I wonder if
therather unflattering pictureofDr.
Weir was the best The Cord could
find, perhaps it was—l really don't
know. Suppose though that the
picture was selected to subliminally
(ifnot explicitly) formulate a strong
dislike for Dr. Weir. I do not accuse
The Cordof this, but simply wish to
illustrate an application of
modification of Stevenson's
statement. Whether the picture was
selected on purpose of by chance,
The Cord is accountable for its
actions. Either the choice (and
purpose) was unethical or the Editor
lacked the piece of mind that would
have allowed him to realize the
unfair representation it gave.
If the question is the unfair
representation, then whether or not
the picture was selected with a
Rurpose in mind, the question of
reporting ethics is suggested.
But this article's purpose is not to
criticize The Cord, nor to discuss
their reporting ethics. The real
purpose is to respond to the News
Editor's editorial of November 27,
1980.
I cannot support that "there's no
ethic inbusiness." Business ethics do
exist, but to varying degrees. It's the
same as in sports medicine, the
street, schools ... the list goes on.
The News Editor suggests thathis
encounter was with "an extreme
case." I insist the same. We with
SBE are not governed solely bypro-
fit and loss considerations. Yes, we
have heard of morals and social
responsibility. We do not ignore the
impact ofa decision onpeople. Such
impacts are also costs or benefits.
Often they are difficult to quantify,
but they are certainly considera-
tions. After three and one halfyears
in the SBE I cannot recall a case
where the impact on people was not
a consideration.
Admittedly, we may consider
such impacts with less reverence
than a sociologist or an
environmentalist but afterall that is
part of our orientation. Otherwise
we'd be enrolled elsewhere.
Frank Erschen
No Nukes
I would like the opportunity of
replying to the pronuke piece
"Nuclear Energy: The Facts" by
submitting some additional facts
that the article in last week's Cord
failed to mention:
FACT: October 1957. The
uranium core of the Windscale
reactor in northern England caught
fire and as a result radioactive gases
were released into the surrounding
countryside. Instruments in
iit OOHSfHWv Bh j
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London, only 300 miles away soon
recorded abnormal levels of
radiation, and officials fearing
contamination, analyzed and found
high levels ofraioactivity in the milk
of the numerous dairy farms found
in the near area, of the reactor.
Consequently, thousands ofgallons
were dumped in the Irish Sea. Other
effects in the area were the
slaughtering and burial of farm
animals, and in near-by mines
workers were laid off due to the
amount of radioactive gas entering
the ventilationsystems ofthe mines.
FACT: September 1958. Asecond
accident within five years occurred
at Chalk River, Ontario when
scientists could not remove a "hot"
fuel rod and the resulting radiation
caused clean-up crews to
decontaminate the entire reactor
building plus a one-mile stretch of
highway leading to the plant.
FACT: May 1961.In Idaho Falls,
USA, three men died when a plant
technician lifted the main control
rod too far, allowing the core to run
wild for less than one-five hundreth
of a second. The resulting explosion
released enormous amounts of
radiation and impaled a crewman to
the ceiling ofthereactor withpart of
a control rod, which passed through
his groin and out one of his
shoulders. The three mens' bodies
were so radioactive that they could
not be buried in a civilian cemetary
for fear of contaminating it and the
surrounding area.
FACT: October 1966. In Detroit
Michigan, America's first and only
commercial fast breeder reactor,
almost forced the evacuation of
Detroit and Windsor area due to a
partial melt-down that could have
led to an explosion and therelease of
a huge crowd of radioactive gas.
Throughout the crises, both mayors
and the local civil defence crews
were dept on a constant state of
alert. Knowledge of this event had
been kept from the public for over
five years, and thereactor still stands
today, too radioactive to tear down.
FACT: March 1975. Two
electricians were using a lighted
candle to check for air leaks at
Alabama's Browns Ferry plant
where they started a fire that
destroyed hundreds ofcontrol wires,
many of which were connected to
crucial plant safety systems. As
poorly trained plant workers tried
for six hours to extinguish the fire,
one after another back-up systems
failed until a jury-rigged system (as
officials themselves described it)
saved the plant from a meltdown.
The damage from a lit candle was
150million dollars.
FACT: March 29, 1979. Three
Mile Island, Pennsylvania. These
facts, when coupled with those
smaller "accidents" and radiation
leaks are termed correctly in Mr.
Schmidt's article they are truly
horror storiesand I wouldhope that
the safety records described as
"unequalled" in the pro-nuke article
are never equalled after reviewing
the above facts. After examining
these and other incidents, I feel
justified in condemning the use of
nuclear power when we have so
many workable alternatives. Our
health is inseparable from the health
of the "planet" and as we have been
shown, nuclear energy does not give
way to a healthy environment.
John Butkovich
VIEWPOINT
THERE MUST BE A BETTER WAY
by Mike Strathdee
Who does our legal system
protect? That question came into my
mind while giving testimony in
Provincial court last week.
Under what circumstances, andto
what extent should an individual be
held accountable for his or her
actions?
The trial to which I refer involved
a 17 year old (whom we'll call Dave)
accused of two counts of assault
causing bodily harm.
In the eyes of the courts, Dave,
who is still in school and holding
down a part time job,merelymade a
mistake. Therefore the wisdom of
our system dictates thathe shouldbe
dealt with leniently.
Due to his age and the fact thathe
is still in school, Dave is shielded
form the harsher penalities which
might be meted out to an adultwho
committed a similar offense.
Bus who is protecting everyone
else from Dave? He is ofa goodsized
physical build, and is quite strong.
Dave enjoys picking fights, and
failing that, he has beaten up
innocent people on several
occasions; for thefun ofit, ofcourse.
Prior to his most recent court
appearance, several months ago,
Dave was convicted on two counts
of assault causing bodily harm. He
received a $150 fine for each charge.
Dave also has a record for having
assaulted a police officer. I consider
him to be quite dangerous. But then
again, I've witnessed Dave's deviant
behaviour on a first hand basis.
I made the honest mistake of
assuming that I was safe in walking
the streets near a friend's home in
broad daylight. On asunny summer
afternoon I did not expect that
seemingly harmless two block stroll
to. a neighbourhood variety store
would result in my lying bleeding
bruised and semi-conscious on a
boulevard. I became the victim of
meaningless, unrestrained
aggression vented by a semi-
intoxicated young man who had
nothing better to do than to go out
looking for heads to bust. I
happened to be walking by at the
time.
In court last week Dave's
accomplice provided testimony for
the Crown in order to avoid similar
assault charges. He admitted that
Dave "likes to go looking for
scraps." He also said that Dave "is
crazy once he has been drinking and
wants a fight." Justanotherspirited,
fun loving Canadian teenager.
An auxilary police officer now
spends weekends and evenings
walking a foot patrol On the
premises of a small shopping plaza
which Dave and his friends used to
gather at. According to the officer,
his patrol came into being largely
due to complaints of parents in the
area who didn't feel that it was safe
to send their children to the store.
Sadly enough, Dave's mentality is
not unique to him personally. What
is worse is the fact that he, and
others like him can walk into a
courtroom, say "Yes Sir/No
Sir/Three Bags Full Sir" to the
judge and repeatedly get off with
only a mild reprimand.
When Dave, who has a street
hardened outlook comes to court
timeafter timefor the same offense,
why isn't he treated like an adult?
What wouldI suggest? Perhaps a
stable,quiet andsomewhatconfined
environment would give him the
place and opportunity to properly
reflect upon the wisdom of his
actions.
This would at least keep him off
the streets providing some security
for the rest of us. Short term
incarceration might work wondrous
changes upon Dave's perspective.
Most likely, however, putting
Dave into jail for any substantial
period of time would tend to be
counterproductive. Even a few
months in the "College of Crooks"
couldruin his life and in doingsoact
to the detriment of society's best
interests.
What of Dave's best interests?
Dave needs to be helped, to be
protected from himself. His choice
of recreation may cause him to
seriously injure or kill someone.
When he turns 18 in a month, once
he is out of school, he won't just
receive additional slaps on the wrist.
A judgewho forces Dave to report
regularly to a probation officer
rather than forcing him to save his
beer money could help to get hm
straightened around. Psychiatric
assessment and counselling of some
form might well prove worthwhile.
Dave's lust for violenceis an illness,
a malady which court fines are quite
unlikely to cure.
In adapting our system to help
rather that deter those like Dave, we
would be doing both Dave and
ourselves a real favour.
Meltdown
The article on nuclear energy in
the last Cord (Nuclear Energy: The
Facts) sufferedfrom the same fault
that most pro-nuclear statement
often do. 'Pro-nukes' arguements
usually stateunrelatedandlucicrous
statistics showing how "safe"
nuclear energy is when compared to
traffic fatalities, pedestrian fatalities
or plane travel however these
comparisons are similar to looking
at apples and oranges.
I wish to address one statement
made by Mr. Schmidt in which he
said that alternate energy sources
(eg. solar, geothermal, biomass,
wind, etc.) are "unacceptable for
large scale energy production." This
is an unfair assessment of the
situation since alternative sources
would be as cheap and efficient as
nuclear energy had the governments
of the world spent as much in
researching and developing them as
they have on nuclear energy (this
amount to tens of billions of
dollars).
Finally, there is simply one
compelling arguement against
nuclear power and thatis the human
factor. If there were ever to be a
problem with a reactor, especially a
"meltdown" (as was so nearly the
case at Three Mile Island) then the
damage done to the genetic make-up
(due to radiation) of those people
living in a wide radius of the
problem spot would not be worth
any price. Afterall are we so
interestedin gettingan economically
sound nergy source that we can
ignore the legacyofgenetic disorder
wemay leave to future generations if
we use nulcear energy?
Paul Whittaker
Tilt!
Re: "Nuclear Energy: the Facts"
Brad Schmidt is entirely correct
when he asserts thatresistance to the
use of nuclearenergyis simplybased
on fear. However, what he fails to
see is that this is by no means an
irrational or ungroundedfear. I was
not at all comforted by his
paternalistic reassurances that a
hard look at the "facts" would
dispell the "nightmares" of anti-
nuclear activists.
Mr. Schmidt is jumping the gun
when he claims that therehave been
"no radiation fatalities" as a result
of the operation of nuclear power
Question of the Week
by Meri-Ellen McGoey
pics by Rodger Tschanz
"...WLU Students should have!
the first opportunity to get in. U off
W students do have their own pub. I
After a specified time we could]
admit them, but only if they are|
signed in by WLU students."
"...I feel there should be some
type of system whereby Laurier
students have the first crack at
getting into the pub. You could have
some sort of time-student restraint.
For example, admit UofW students
only after 9pm."
"...How do you discriminate
between the U ofW studentsand the
Laurier students? The pub is for the
WLU students but the U of W
students must pay to get in and wait
in line like everyone else." j
Asfor my opinion, I think there is a
problem of getting into the Turret
on a Friday night, and such, but
whether this is due to the number of
U ofW students that get inor not is
unknown. The idea of admitting U
of W students only after 9 pm in the
hop of letting more WLU students
in, on a trial basis, may determine
whether those Friday night iine-ups
are due to the number of U of W
students being admitted or to the
Tunvt's popularity."
What should be the Turretpolicy regarding
non-WLU students?
!| "...I think our students shouldbe
able to get in firstbecause wepay for
the service. After a certain time, say
9-9:30, the U ofW students could be
admitted."
"I have noticed that when I've
been up at the Turret there have
been whole tables of U of W
students. I have some friends who
can't get inbecause of this problem.
We pay for theservice, we should get
[some sort of preferential
treatment."
I
"...We can't really restrict U ofW
students from coming because we
aren't restricted from their pub.
However, it seems that most of the
fights in the Turret are causedby the
U of W students. What could be
done, perhaps, is make sure that
theyare signed inby aWLU student.
This may remedy the problem to
some extent but there isn't really a
workable solution as long as the
Turret stays as popular as it is....we
could always send them to
WILF'S!!!"
Tammy Ball
2ndyear Geography
Colleen Bums
2ndyear Music
Mark George
[2nd year Business
IEric Gerard2ndyear Psychology
Steve Wllkie
3rdyear Business
[ Brian Metherell
I 4th year Business
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plants. This can ony be determined
by observing therates ofcancerand
genetic mutations in the years to
come. The real effects of the Three
Mile Island fiasco, for example, may
not be known for another ten to
twenty years.
I would also agree with Mr.
Schmidt's assessment on the
imperfectability of men and
materials. This is a cornerstone of
the anti-nuke arguement—that man
does not have thecapability ofsafely
harnessing nuclear energy and its
lethal by-products. In this resepct I
do not share Mr. Schmidt's trust in
precautionary measures and
regulatory agencies. As a revealing
segment ofthe 60 Minutes television
show revealed last year, contractors
building nuclear plants can easily
intimidate or buy off safety
inspectors while cutting corners at
every turn.
It would also seem that Mr.
Schmidt does not entirely under-
stand the extremely volatile and
deadly nature of radioactive
material. Plutonium does not have
to be either ingested or inhaled to
prove fatal. Comparing it to
potassium cyrride or lead arsenate is
akin to comparing sulphuric acid to
Kool-Aid.
The one "fact" that stands out
above all others is that while the
number of nuclear facilities
increases, the odds get worse. There
are just so many more things that
could go wrong and just that much
more radioactive waste that nobody
knows what to do with. Do we
continue to play Russian Roulette
because we have not yet found the
chamber with the bullet?
Rick Nigol
The Bookstore Committee
ay Karin Neukamm
The Bookstore Committee "is not
a decision making body" according
to Paul Fischer, manager of the
WLU Bookstore, Rather, this eight
member committee consisting ofG.
Gladstone (chairperson), AL. May
(secretary), F. Luis and M.
Strathdee (students), and M. Kelly,
H. Parson, A. Robertson, and M.
Purves-Smith (faculty) is an
advisory committee to the
bookstore manager.
Originally formed to review
bookstore policies and financial
statements and to make related
recommendations, the committee
hopes to act as a channel between
students, staff and bookstore
management by communicating
outside concerns and management
concerns to both parties.
At the committee's last meeting
on November 26, the "Meet the
Authors" series was evaluated and
suggestions were made to plan
another series next year. Further, a
discussion about the 20% pre-
Christmas sale revealed that the
drop in sales from last year was
probably caused by the fact that the
discount was 25% last year as
opposed to 20% this year. Finally,
the manager emphasized that
suggestions about the selection of
general books and merchandise
would be welcome arid duly
considered.
Frequently, concerned individ-
uals do* not ljnow whom to contact
regarding their questions. The
solution to this problem is the main
goal of the bookstore committee.
They wish to act as an approachable
group, sensitive to individual
questions and capable of making
necessary recommendations.
Meetings at 1:30p.m. in the Library
boardroom on January 14,
February 11 and March 11 will
feature discussions based on
concerns and suggestions made by
students or faculty to members of
9JS committee or to Paul Fischer.
Opinion
Was it
Worth it?
by Diane Pitts
Wilfs, a $200,000 project that
aroused the interest of the students
here at WLUcausing themto waitin
anticipation for its great debut. I was
no exception and when I strutted
into Wilfs for the first time I had
great expectations. However, after
sitting down and witnessing the
scene around me I realized my great
expectations were merely delusions.
The most salient features.are the
"gingham" walls that are probably
the result oflaborious wall papering
efforts. Fortunately though, there
has been talkofdiscarding it inplace
of somethingmore attractive. The:
lights remind me of a beauty salon
and their brightness destroys anyj
hope of creating an intimate
atmosphere. I found it ludicrous to
seepeople walk by with a trayfull of
sandwiches and soup from the
cafeteria. A glorified Torque Room!
Over in the corner of the room
stands the bar. The decor
surrounding it is sparse, creating a
rathercold atmosphere. Personally I]
feel that the square tables tend to
make people feel isolated from one
another and can actually seat fewer
persons than round tables.
However, in defence of those who
feel I am being unjust in my
accusation I must say something]
complimentary. Theprice ofalcohol
is reasonable, the music is tolerable
and Wilfs is an ideal spot for group
meeting. I Fed that with only minor
changes, Wilfs could become a pub
that we all enjoy.
Bomb threats at Ryerson
TORONTO(CUP) — Meetings ofthe newly-organized Ryerson Gay
Student Association have gone
underground as a result of several
bomb threats directed against them.
Group organizer Mike Balz said
the gays decided they would no
longer publicize their meeting
places.
"Our main concern is that new
members may be intimidated," says
Balz. "The idea of the group was to
get gays who were leary of stepping
forward to do just that."
During the group's first meeting
November 5, three Toronto police
officers informed them that a call
bad been made claiming thatabomb
was planted in the student union
offices.
Balz contendsthat "Neitherofthe
calls have scared anyone ... but we
are worried all the media coverage
will ruin our group."
Balz says the group — which isnot yet officially recognized by the
student union — will continue to
hold their private meetings until
things have calmed down.
Nolinks have been made between
the two bomb threats which
interrupted the meetings.
The Gay Student Association has
been concerned with the appearance
of an anti-gayposter on the walls of
a Ryerson building.
"We have some supporters" at
Ryerson, said Mike Keller of the
League Against Homosexuals, the
group responsible for the poster.
Keller, who said the League has
about 20 supporters at Ryerson
("most of them are students"),
added that the league did not have
permission from the institute to put
up the posters.
Keller said that the League
Against Homosexuals was formed
in September as a reaction to
homosexuals "getting into schools."
"We believe in staying stricdy
within the law," he said, adding that
the league's members are in the
majority "family people."
cont. from page 5
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GrayCoach
Weekday service
from Wilfred Laurier
to Guelph and Toronto
•On campus departure points
• Our coaches are climate controlled
and washroom equipped
• Discount student fares from on
campus agencies
•Our staff are courteous and experienced
Next time-Gobybus!
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For more information
call your local Gray Coach agency.
GrayCoach
South Africa: A Marxist Perspective
by Carl Friesen
Most students in this institution wereraised in a liberal
society and have come to accept the doctrines and
assumptions made by this political-economic system as
being gospel. What many do not realize is that some two
thirds ofthe world's population wasraised in and adheres
to a system that takes a vastly different view ofthe world
one of these being that Capitalism itself is inherentlyevil.This philosophy is called Marxism.
Very briefly stated, it holds that the world is divided
into two classes: those that own the means of production
(such as factories) and those thta work for the owners.
This creates increasing imbalance that results in the total
impoverishment and degredation of the workers, who
inevitably must rise up against the capitalistic owners and
overthrow them in a violent revolution to create a
socialist paradise in which all are equal.
This article looks at the situation of escalating tension
in South Africa from a Marxist perspective.
A./xpartheid is the name of the
official racial policy of the South
African government by which it
seeks to make as complete as
possible the segregation among the
four racial groups of the Republic:
the ruling Whites who alone have
the vote and wield tremendous
political and economic power, the
Indians, the Coloureds of mixed
race, and the largest group, the
Blacks.
It can also be seen as an ingenious
system whereby the native Blacks
are made aliens in their own land;
without the power to advance their
situation, and kept a subservient
source ofcheap labourby which the
Whites can maintain their own high
living standard.
Orthodox Marxist holds that the
class struggle is arrayed op
principles of relationship to the
means of production and who
appropriates the surplus value
generated. One either owns the
means of production and receives
benefits of the surplus, or sells one's
labour to the owner in return for a
wage.
jTxace need not enter the question,
unless one race is clearly on one side
of the coin alone. In South Africa,
conflict is generally seen on racial
lines only and so the fact that race
does not necessarily coincide with
class can result in a false class
consciousness which the dominant
White Capitalists use to consolidate
their own power and keep the other
groups weak and divided.
One of the most effective ways the
Capitalists use to divide theworking
class is the colour bar whichrestricts
skilled and management jobs to
Whites. Unskilled lower class
Whites are thereby guaranteed high
paying jobs which Blacks coulddo if
legally allowed to; the result is that
Apartheid's strongest supporters are
among the poorest Whites who
would normally unite with their
fellow class members against the
Capitalists.
As a result. Whites ofall income
groups are united in keeping down
the other three racial groups.
The Coloured and Indians, both
smalland aggressive groups, are like
the Blacks denied the vote. But they
do have many of the privileges
denied the Blacks. As well, the
possibility they may sometime be
given more advantages, such as
being able to live in the Whiteareas,
is constantly being held out to them
by the government in Pretoria to
keep themin line. Both groups serve
in the Army alonside the Whites,
and are active in supressing armed
uprisings and insurgencies across
the border from neighbouring
countries.
Even the Blacks are skillfully
divided by the ruling Capitalists,
principly by the Homelandspolicy.
X homelands are small and
fragmented areas of the Republic set
aside originally as native reserves
similar to those in Canada.
Forming about 15% of South
Africa's territory, these Homelands
have been fitted into the
government's plan that eventually
there will be no Blacks living in the
re pejblic itself.
Instead, all will be citizens of one
of the Homelands, where they will
have the political rights denied them
In the White part of the country.
Eventually the Homelands will all be
independant nations (three are
nominally independant already,
although no nation otherthanSouth.
Africa has recongized their
independance) and the separation of
races in the edifice of Apartheid will
be complete.
Accordingly, every Black South
African isascribed citizenship in the
Homeland given to her or his tribe,
despite the fact that most are
thoroughly urbanized and have
never even seen their Homeland.
This policy effectively divides the
Blacks intosome ten small republics
much too small for their
populations.
Soil erosion and unemployment
ensures their residents will remains
dependant on jobs in the mines and
factories of ten White areas,
especially in the heavily
industrialized Witwatersrand
surrounding Johannesburg.
The Homelands policy divides the
Blacks two ways: into somewhat
artificial "tribal" groups and
according to their lifestyle.
Life in the Homelands themselves
is primarily agrarian, and in great
contrast to the lifestyle in therest of
the country, which is modern and
industriallybased. Blacks whowork
in the Witwatersrand industrial area
have little in common with the
pastoral people on the Homelands.
A third group is the Township
Blacks, who live in shantytowns
such as Soweto and Sharpeville and
commute to their jobs in the central
cities. These people are also
urbanized and do not have much
empathy with the Homelands
Blacks or those who live in the
single-sex hostels and go back to
their families in the Homelands
every few months.
Most Blacks who do nothave jobs
in the White areas are shipped
involuntarily to the Homelands
where they must reapply foranother
job; work is very scarce in the
Homelands.
While there, they form an
excellent example of the Marxist
"reserve army oflabour", a massof
unemployed people eager to get any
job they can at any pay, whichkeeps
wages down and quells unrest.
J3y a historical accident,
namely having superior military
technology, the Whites were able.to
become the ruling class in South
Africa. By virtue of their stronger
class consciousness, and by dividing
the classes subservient to them so
they fight among themselves, they
have managed to retain control.
They have sought support from
the international Capitalist class,
and have received it. North
American and European capitalists
have invested heavily in South
Africa, diversifying the economy,
and are th is able to join with the
Whites in the Republic in profiting
by the Blacks.
When in trouble, South African
Capitalists receive aid in the form of
Bank loans, oil, and in advanced
computer technology to run their
police state.
In return they promise to hold the
strategic Cape of Good Hope secure
for the international Capitalists to
receive their oil to run their own
economies.
The Revolution must come from
the Blacks. They have the racial
cohesion and numbers to succeed,
and have one of the highest birth
rates in the world.
The need for a decent living
standard will eventually force them
to revolt.
For this, they will have the
support of the rest ofBlack Africa,
growing in power as resources in the
rest of the Capitalistic world
dwindle and resources in the Third
World become more strategic.
Black South Africans will also
need the support of the
international working class to
pressure the Capitalists in their own
countries to cease support for the
policies of Apartheid.
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WILFRID LA URIER
STAFF ASSOCIATION
BURSARY
Applications for the WilfridLaurier University, Staff Association Bursary are available in the
Student Awards Office, Ground Floor,
Student Services Building. An applicantmust
be a resident of the Regional Municipality of
Waterloo, a graduate of a High School
located within the region, whose academic
performance is satisfactory, and who can
demonstrate financial need.
APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE SUBMITTED
PRIOR TO JAN. 15, 1981
-PHOTOGRAPHERS
DID YOUMSS
HAVING YOUR
GRADUATION
PICTURE TAKEN?
If so, Forde Studio will be in
the Peters Building,
Room P3Oll, to book
further appointments on:
JANUARY
15, 16, 19, 20, 21, and 22
I
CUP: Let's fight on
by CarlFriesen
"Down with the capitalists!" was
the unofficial motto of the latest
conference of Canadian University
Press, a week long enduarathon in
the last week of December.
CUP is an association of over 60
student papers nation-wide,
strongly socialist in flavour and very
conscious of its perceived world-
changing mission.
Student papers have a way of
attracting the more radical (ie.
"socially aware") members of any
campus, and when 150 of these
people get together, activism springs
anew. The annual national
conference is a time when student
journalists caiv get together to
exchange ideas, attend workshops
on how to put out abetterpaper, get
ideas, attend workshops on how to
put out a better paper,get briefed on
current social issues, conduct the
business of the organisation, and
party.
Believe it or not, a tremendous
amount of work does get done in
that week, especially the
housekeeping work necessary to
keeping any co-operataive venture
such as CUP running. CUP is
democratic in the extreme, and any
major issues have to be decided
uponby the plenary session inwhich
all papers get together to discuss, via
Robert's Rules ofOrder,and vote on
the questions.
The real decisions, of course, are
made in the several commissions,
such as Finance, Membership, and
Hiring. Commission meetings
usually stretch far into the night,
after which delegates party for a few
hours before collapsing for a bit of
sleep only to get up and back to
work for anotherday. And the strain
is something else.
This year's conference was hosted
by the Quebec region and was held
at a winterised camp in the
Laurentians north ofMontreal.And
all kinds seemed to be there. Noisily
present were appropriately dressed
Punkers, some of what would ten
years ago have been called hippies,
serious-minded fighters for social
liberation, and some just folks.
In years gone by the delegates
from the Chevron, with its radical
leftist leanings and interesting
political tactics caused the
excitement. The Chevron was voted
out ofCUP two yearsago at the last
conference in Edmonton, but they
were still trying to reinstate their
membership last year in Toronto.
Editor Larry Hannant and his
costrugglers were not allowed in the
conference rooms themselves, but
enjoyed the plush environs of the
Westbury Hotel's lobby while trying
to convert the CUP delegatesto their
own brand of social activism.
Many were disappointed whenthe
Chevron failed to show up in
Quebec to get voted out again.
Instead, the threat came from the
Right: this was the conference most
dominated by Youthstream.
Youthstream handles all national
(ie. non-local) advertising in the
Cord and in all other CUP news-
papers and has done so for the last
10 years. Effectively there is an
agreement that Youthstream will
not provide advertising for non-
CUP student papers, and CUP
papers for theirpart agree to solicit
national advertising (such as beer,
liquor, and tobacco ads) from the
companies directly but onlythrough
the Youthstream agency.
The relationship between CUP
and Youthstream has generally been
fairly amicable, despite the fact that
Youthstream as a middleman
(middleperson?) was doing its best
to increase its cut while CUP was
trying to increase the rates paid to
member papers.
Over the last year, however,
Youthstream has become more
concerned about dwindling college
and university enrollment resulting
in decreases in the circulation of
CUP papers, and wanted a 10-year
contract to ensure that their
situation will * not deteriorate;
advertisers are not going to pay the
same rates if fewer students will be
reading the papers.
Many papers, especially the
larger-circulation ones, were
unhappy with the contract offer
because they felt it would tie them
into losing money for 10years, and
did not want to tie future editorial
staffs to such a proposition.
Negotiations between CUP and
Youthstream broke down
irrevocably just before the confer-
ence, and so much time there was
spent in laying the groundwork for
an advertising agency run and
controlled by CUP which would
solicit national ads on behalf of its
members.
Some larger papers, of course,
would be able to survive quite well
finding their own ads (the Queen's
Journal and the UWO Gazette are
two in Ontario that do) but without
national advertising many smaller
papers, including possibly the Cord
would go under.
An underlying mood of
Youthstream-bashing surfaced:
occasionally at the conference, with
most delegates quite enthusiastic
about kicking the capitalists out and
getting our own network together.
A large part of the motive was a
desire to save CUP; membershipfees
are high but Youthstream revenues
provide the carrot keeping many
papers in the organization. Many
papers are in CUP frankly for the
sole reason ofgetting Youthstreaam
ads.
Concurrently withthe ad network
(later christened CUP Media
Services) were the more usual CUP
activities, such as the workshops on
newspapers and the law and
seminars on how to get local ads.
Also present were representatives of
various Causes, including one from
the French CBC news service to
plead the cause ofhis fellow strikers.
In years gone by, even more Causes
dear to the hearts and sympathies of
CUP's left lib membership: Chilean
socialists, Body Politic (a|
homosexual lib magazine) members,
even hardline Communists, arrived
in droves.
CUP papers are supposed to
consider themselves "agents of
social change" and an altaernative
to the commercial press. We do, of
course have certain advantages; we
do not have to worry about
advertisers pulling theirads because
of our copy (many big dailies will
not write stories adverse to
supermarkets for fear they will
withdraw the highly lucrative
Wednesday special ad spreads) or
circulation dropping drastically or
loss of revenue. In short, we can
afford higher ethical standards than
much of the commercial press.
Because of this, such Causesfind a
fertile ground in the social activists
who staff CUP papers.
The highlight of the conference is
the final plenary, whereall the work
done in the conference comes to its
conclusion. Often lasting some 20
hours straight, this year's was a
pleasant surprise in being over at
about 9:00 p.m. after the 10:00
a.m. start.
Final vote was toformally launch
the CUP advertising service which
will start work in the spring.
All in all it was an excellent time
ijr inspection shows your landlord is
guilt, of 43 violations of fire and
safety codes...you'll'have to move. * JH**c™^
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ENTERTAINMENT
It's Time for the Real Surprise!
by Erin Gilligan
Counting down...is just what the
WLU Drama Club has been doing.
Their anticipation is building up as
the opening night for their annual
production rapidly approaches.
This evening the stage play
SURPRISE! will open. It will run
through until Saturday withevening
performances at 8:00 pm. in the
Theatre Auditorium. Tickets are
available until Friday January 16th
in the Concourse.
SURPRISE is described as a
farcial comedy. The plot centres
around the opening day of a resort
belonging to a retired actress ably
assisted by her charming
housekeeping couple. The opening
day is certainly one to remember.
At the resort is a New York writer
pretending to be the mistress of her
friend, an accountant, in order to
make his wife jealous.In the midst of
this, the writer's finacee arrives most
unexpectedly not knowing of this
plan. The accountant's daughter
shows up and much to her father's
dismay, so does her hippie
boyfriend.
In all this confusion of pretencial
relationships, a lunatic escapes-
basically a harmless funny sort of
chap-from the local insane asylum.
The play is the tale of the
resolution ofall of these conflicts.
Director Rita Sprague and her
cast are in fine shape. Sunday
afternoonthey rehearsedfor the first
time on the full stage in the Theatre
Auditorium. Prior to this, all
rehearsals were held in IE 1.
The cast is a cheerful optimistic
groupwho cooperates well - this willcertainly be of benefit to their
performance. I wish them the
utmost success - break a leg.
Tha cast gats last minuta briefing before tha Drama Club's presentation of Surprise!
'PIC
BY
RODGER
TSCHANZ
Real Jam Concert Contest
Promising young Ontario
musicians will be featured in a
unique new series of concert-
contests to be heldatpost-secondary
campuses early in thenew year. The
series will provide exposure for
talented amateur groups and
soloists performing original music
only. The contest in this area will
take place at the University of
Waterloo, March 7.
The innovative concert-contest
format of THE REAL JAM
provides a high level of regional
community involvement. Under the
sponsorship of a local university or
college campus, the all-day events
feature groups or soloist
performance before both public and
adjudicators. Judges are selected to
include professional musicians,
music instructors, broadcasters and
critics. Top regional finalists will
move on to a festival competition
scheduled for June of 1981.Winners
of the festival will, in turn, perform
at an evening concert featuring a
name band and will record at a
major Toronto studio.
In each community, entries, are
encouraged from schools and from
the ranks of part-time performers.
Prospective groups, duos and
soloists are auditioned via
recordings to enxure a careful
selection of talented competitors.
The contests originated last year
when a number of amateur
musicians responded to the need for
greater exposure ofyoungtalentand
original compositions. Following
the success of last year's event in
Guelph, the 1981 series of concert-
contests was developed there under
the newly-formed enterprise of
Lamia Productions.
RPM: Opportunity for Expression
by Cynthia Liedtke
If you are a person of inspiration
and creativity whose manner of
expression is in the form of written
material, RPM is for you. It is
Laurier's own small literary
publication in which printed
material includes: poetry, prose,
short storiesetc. orany other writing
technique of reasonable length.
The creativity does exist. Take
one look at the poetry section this
year. It reflects only a smallportion
of the literary talent which Laurier
should foster with enthusiasm and
pride. Each writer will be
represented by some written work
that is submitted. A writer can
submit many ie. poems, in which
case a choice will have to be madeof
which to publish, although we can
pretty well be assured that
something will be printed.
This is an excellent opportunity
and a very rewarding experience for
youg aspiring writers to see that
what they have written is worthy of
print.
The closing date for submissions
for RPM is Friday, February 13th
and these can be dropped in at the
English Office or Room 2-105.
Don't be shy.
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THE RIVER: Only Springsteen's Talent
by Joachim Brouwer
Bruce Springsteen's new album,
"The River" although probably
outratedby the Floyd's "Wall" and
doggedly challenged by Tom Petty's
"Damn the Torpedoes" as the best
album of 1980is 'product'worthy of
the Boss's talents and his fans'
expectations.
My favorite song is "Out in the
Street" which is also the most
powerful tune on the album. The
thrice repeated chorus builds in
vocal intensity each timeit is sung. It
almost seems as if the first two
choruseswere recorded inmono and
the last in stereobecause in the latter
the sound seems more full-bodied
and the effect is devastating.
The track that has been culled
from the album to become the first
Springsteen song to reach thetop of
the pop charts, "Hungry Heart" is
the most melodic song on the album.
The background "ohs" which rise
ever so smoothly and gently fall
back again and the sixty-ish echo-
delayed organ are first class hooks.
The new vocal is mixed and sung
higher and sweeter than
Springsteen's usual how. The lyrical
content has a universal message,
that of finding some little piece of
material or psychological comfort in
the world. The laidback feeling of
the song also indicates Springsteen's
stoic acceptance of the way things
are in the world and how
"everybody needs someone no
matter what they say."
are the two almost obligatory
exclusive "carsongs " on the album.
Unlike the 'car' song on "Darkness
..."r "Racing in the Street," these
two are out and out rockers. They
nicely chronicle the tales of32 Fords
and their drivers. Herein lies oneof
Springsteen's many working class
affectations. For the young man
freshly interred in the factory, his
automobile is his sole salvation. It is
not the perky sports car nor factory
new Trans Am of the business
school graduate and certainly not
the gas stingy, tepid Rabbits and
Chevettes of newly hitched couples.
Rather they are the high
performance domcesticautomobiles
of the late sixties and early seventies
with all manners ofadded speed and
show enhancements.
And the most important
accrument, girls, is also covered in
the songs. For the working class
youth with plenty of disposable
income andfew future aspirations, a
car provides a totalrelease from the
daily grind. And is is not a passive
sort of withdrawal but often a
violent purge of assembly line
degradation "I'll put my foot to the
floorand showyou whata ramrod is
for." The instrumentation of
"Ramrod" consists of a sustained
short organriff whilea full-throttled
barrel house saxaphone solo
distinguished "Cadillac Ranch."
The other car song, "Drive All
Night" makes a clearer reference to
the 'Promised Land' than that
mentioned in the song ofthe title on
"Darkness." The "Promised Land"
for Springsteen archtype something
exists but only a portion of its
loveliness can ever be attained.
"Pointblank" is the most
poignant and distrubingsong on the
album. Unlike the muted
background saxaphone warblings in
"Meeting Across theRiver,— the low
tune on "Born to Run," the
instrumentation of thissongconsists
of nothing more than a tinkling
piano. Springsteen singing of the
chorus "They shot you point blank/
right between the eyes" initially
seems very discordant but upon
frequent listenings beomces very
attractive. Most of the song is sung
in the gurff hushed voice that is
every bit as striking as the better
known rocking voice.
It is a very depressing tune
describing the loss of a girl's
youthful and fanciful dreams to the
social forces that mold people into
preconceived sates of existence.
The most image laden tune on the
album, the title track is certainly the
most important one. With the
exception of the earnest plea of
desperation at the end of the song,
the vocal is virtually spoken. The
protaganist of the song is the most
finely sketched figure Springsteen
has ever devised, initially presented
in "Thunder Road", his girl, Mary,
providing the bridge to the new
song.
Because of the instability of his
working life and his floundering
marriage, "All those things that
seemed so important/They just
vanish into the air." And the reason
is obvious; his youth is long behind
him. Nowonly "the memories come
back to haunt (him) like acurse."But
thei refrain "we go down to the river
and into the river we dive" offers
some sort of a metaphorical
cleansing of their tainted, dirtied
lives.
"Jackson Cage" is the angriest
song on thealbum delivered in a new
untampered and fully unleashed
voice. "The Price You Pay" and
"The Ties thatBind" are tunes in the
style of Hungry Heart with slightly
more penetrative lyrics and fewer
hooks, the stuttering repetition of
the "bind" in the latter notwith-
standing. "I'M a Rocker" is another
one of that class with a vocal that in
two places tears through one's
speakers and a short cute repeated
refrain.
Although the album and the
supporting tour will make
Springsteen a very commercial
commodity, it won't be songs like
that that will do it."Sherry Darling"
is positively the happiest song that
Springsteen has done. The
unabashed gaiety of the lyrics
tapJste with the laughing voices in
the performance is one comment
that speaks well and fondly of New
York City. "Crush on You" is
another rocker with a searing vocal
and cute refrain but the lyrical
content is trite, concerning itself
with the singer's general infatuation
with women. "You Can Look But
Better Not Touch", the final song
with this album's new patented
Springsteen shout is on exasperated
tirade against the hollowness of
mass consumer society and culture
but without the insicivenss delivered
in "The Promised Land."
Rolling Stone magazine has
written of "The River" as the final
installment, the Trilogy starting
with "Born to Run." The
spectacular and magnum opus
qualities of this album are shattered
by the pessism and disaffection
displayed on "Darkness." Now
"The River" represents a social
acceptance of the protaganist's lives
and their urban environment ("The
Ties That Bind"). The harrowing
sentiments expressed inthe title
track have to be swept away
occasionally by the joyful
celebrations of life affirmed in "Out
in the Street" and "Sherry Darling."
The problem with the new album
is that by its sheer size, the diversity
in the musical and lyrical content
prevents the theme or overall
concept from being as "tight" and
obvious as in "Darkness" and
"Born to Run." On the other hand,
Springsteen's versatility as a
musician and writer is amply
demonstrated on "The River." He
alters his voice extracting at least
four different qualities on the
album, he soft falladry timbre of
"Pointblank" and "The River"; the
rocking but resonant voice of
"Ramrod" and "Cadillac Ranch"
and two "new voices; the melodic
and smoothe one in "Hungry
Heart"; and the no-holds barred
untampered one in "I'm a Rocker,"
"Crush on You" etc.
The lyrics of the songs, as Cream
magazine pointed out and totally
panned the album in. account of, are
concerned a lot about automobiles
and other working man pleasures.
The do tend to wear thin; especially
the car songs donea la Beach Boys.
With the exception of Clarence
Chernon's blaring and repetitive
saxaphone riffs, Circu.s Magazine
makes welland point dulynotes and
easily, in its totality, the best
Springsteen and his E-Street band
have made to date. Miami Steve
Zandts' contribution to the ablum is
very evident, especially so since the
'production' like quality of the
previous two albums is absent.
Despite what JayCocks said inhis
short review of"The River" inTime
magazine, "the new album recreates
compelte vistas of peoples' lives", it
lackes the focus and depth of the
first two albums. The idea of a
'concept record' does not work for
most rock n'roll except forartists of
Springsteen's calibre and vision.
But properly done, a set of songs
is the same vein, lyrically and
structurally leave a final concrete
impression that is greater than the
sum ofit's parts. And that is lacking
in"The River." Thereis no lingering
residual feeling or impression left
listening unlike the other two.
I prefer "Darkenss on the Edge of
Town" because of the feelings of
disaffection and even pain it leaves.
Some may prefer the Spectorish,
exuberant qualtities of "Born to
Run." And there are no "Killer
Tracks" or "Tour dc Forces" of
sound and message on "The River"
with the possible exception of the
song, "Out in the Streets."
Compared to the twoor three"killer
tracks" on "Born to Run" (the title
track and Jungleland) and
"Darkness" (The Promised Land,
BAdlands)half of the songs on "The
River" are almost throwaways.
Nevertheless, we should be very
grageful that Springsteen has put
out something new as a matter of
fact twice as much as one would
have expected. We shouldremember
that the "greatness" of the former
two albums could not really be
duplicated. They came at
unretrievable moments in anartist's
life and career. And that is the
supreme test of any piece of great
"art.'
Jazz Trumpeter Joins KWSO
Renowned jazz trumpeterDIZZY
GILLESPIE will perform with the
Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony
Orchestra in a concert previously
scheduled for April 24 and 25,1981,
in the Orchestra's subscription series
E and F (Pops).
A legendary trumpeter who has
gained a world-wide reputation as
"the perfect jazz muscian", Dizzy
Gillespie began his careerplaying in
the bands ofElla Fitzgerald, Benny
Carter and Billy Eckstine. His
unique style, technique and type of
instrument set him apart from other
trumpeters, assuring him of a place
in jazzhistory.
The concert originally scheduled
for the April 24 and 25 weekend,
"Nostalgia Night" with conductor
Brian Jackson, will be performed
instead on January 31 and February
1. "Doc" Severinsen, who was to
appear with the Symphony on the
January 31 and February 1
weekend, has cancelled all his
performances in this region and will
not be appearing with the Orchestra
this season.
Subscribers to the E and F series
are reminded to use their tickets
printed with the November date fot
the "Nostalgia Night" perform-
ances. Series E subscribers should
attend on Sunday, February 1;
Series F subscribers should attend
on Saturday, January 31.
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University of Toronto
Faculty of Medicine
Department of
Rehabilitation Medicine
OPENHOUSE
1981
Displays by Physical Therapy and
Occupational Therapy Students
At 256 McCaul Street,
one block west of University Avenue,
south of College St.
will be open:
FRIDAY, JANUARY 23,
from 7:30 p.m. until 9.30 p.m.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 24,
from 11:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m.
Anton Kuerti and Friends
by Claude Schryer
Last Sunday's Kitchener-
Waterloo Symphony Orchestra
main seriesconcert was as good as it
was poor. The program presented
two major late romantic works.
The first part of the concert
brought Tchaikovsky's 6th
Symphony (Pathethique) to almost
capacity audience. This particular
symphony is a workhouse in
orchestral repertoire and for this
reason was heardand accepted with
varying interpretations.
Maestro Armenian's command
and control of the orchestra has
been growingconsistently since their
arrival at the Centre. Last Sunday's
concert was proof of their
considerable improvement and yet
shows also how far they actually
haveto go before they can do justice
to "all" of the Symphonic
repertoire.
The orchestra on this particular
evening, did not do justice to the
passion and raw emotion of this
Tchaikovsky Symphony. Their
interpretation lacked uniform
intensity and technical command,
some ofthe tempi felt"too fast" and
the energy was often interrupted by
minor flaws in the process of
"communication".
However, one cannot help but be
impressed by such a monumental
work and the audience certainly did
appreciate the orchestra's respectful
efforts. Nevertheless I felt that this
performance was slightly more
apathetic that it was "pathetique".
After intermission however, the
orchestra did some magnificent
accompanying for Toronto Pianist
Anton Kuerti, as they performed
Brahms first piano concerto.
Maestro Armenian's orchestra
blended very well with Kuerti. His
piano playing was lucid and
confident. He effortlessly made has
way through a relatively reserved
reading of the Concerto. This made
for easy and interesting listening
The slow moving first and second
movements were obviously well
thought out by bothKuerti and the
orchestra. Well shaped lines let us
hear the genius in Brahms
craftsmanship. The final movement,
RONDO, "rounded off" and
enjoyable performance.
It is a pleasure for meto hear and
(hopefully) contribute to the growth
of this orchestra. I can only hope
and wish that some of my fellow
students will take time from their
hectic studies to participate in a
symphony concert. Participation
being more than merely attending,
although that is a goodstart. Iassure
you that it is both rewarding and
relaxing. A welcome change from
pub and gambling machines?
The next opportunity to hear the
Symphony is the weekend of
February 7-8 when the guest soloists
are the Canadian Chamber
Ensemble.
Downchild Blues Band
A trio of musicians called the Downchlld Blues Band will be performing at the Turret this
evening promoting their brand newalbum. It should bea goodshow, so don't miss it, see oneof
the best Blues Bands from Canada perfrom live.
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NEEDED:
4 or 5 Models
For Country - Western fashion show
being held in conjunction with
WINTER CARNIVAL
in Concourse Monday Afternoon
Call Steve 576-0385 before Sat. 6 p.m.
EDUCATION
FOR OUR TIME
— a lecture by —
WERNER GLAS PhD.
DATE: Saturday, January 24th
TIME: 8:00 P.M.
PLACE: The Seminary Building,
Wilfrid Laurier Univ.
(Albert & Bricker St.,
Waterloo)
Rm 101
FREE (Donations Accepted)
REFRESHMENTS & DISCUSSION
Sponsored By
THEK-W WALDORFEDUCATION INTEREST GROUP
For More Information Please Telephone 884-3192
WJ i_*n> Advsncs Tickets vS■7 f T"_T svsilabls in ths
WLUSU offict.
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PERFORMING ARTS
JAN 16
An originalCity Stage production
of PIAF: HER SONGS, HER
LOVES will be at the Humanities
Theatre, U of W. Asmission is $8:00
and $6.50 for students.
JAN 17
THE WOMEN OF MARG-
ARET LAWRENCE with Norma
Edwards at 8:00 pm. in the Theatre
of the Arts, U of W. Admission is
$7.00 and $5.50 for students.
In the Humanities Theatre at 8:00
p.m. the Eddy Toussaint Dance Co.
will perform with his company who
reflects the upbeat style of its
choreographer. Tickets are $7.50
and $6.00 for students.
JAN 21
BILL COSBY can make you
laugh if you catch his comedy act
onstage at the Centre in the Square.
One show is at 6:30 pm. and the
second is at 9:30 pm. Tickets are
$9.50, $11.50 and $13.50
JAN 22
An evening of Scottish
entertainment featuring ANDY
STEWART with John Caimey,
Thora Kerr, Gordon Pattullo and
Mark Simpson at 8:00 pm. in the
Centre in the Square.
SEMINARS
Jan. 15
￿Professor Paul Cornell will discuss
"Upper Canada in a New Age, and
Social and Economic Legacies", this
evening at 7 p.m. Kitchener Public
Library.
JAN 19
Gerontology seminar will be held
at WLU sponsored by Continuing
Education Department. The
speaker will be Dr. Blossom T.
Wigdor, Director of the Centre on
Gerontology, University of
Toronto. Semimar will be held in
Alumni Hall from 3:30 to 6:00 p.m.
Admission free and everyone
welcome.
JAN 20
In the Humanities Theatre, U of
W, "The Myth and Reality of the
Lost Continent of Atlantis" is
explored by Dr. P .Forsythe of the
classics dept. It is the third ina series
of Arts Faculty Lectures entitled
"Fantasy and the Imagination".
Tickets are at the box office. The
lecture starts at 8:00 pm.
JAN 21
Dr. Roger Downer, Department
of Biology, University of Waterloo
wiH speak on: Effects of Stress on
Insect Biochemistry. The seminar
will begin at 7:30 pm. in the Arts
Building Rm 2E4 (second floor).
Admission is free and everyone
welcome.
JAN 28
John Fraser of the Globe and
Mail in Toronto, will speak about
the book 'The Chinese. He will
speak at 3 p.m. in the Turret lounge
of the student union building.
Refreshments and casual
conversation will follow. Admission
is free and everyone is welcome.
JAN 30
Lecture by Chester Duncan,
author, critic and composer, on
'Humour in Writing about Music.
Lecture will be held in the Theatre
Auditorium at 1 pm. Admission free
and everyone welcome.
CONCERTS
JAN 16
World's greatest drummer,
BUDDY RICH and his orchestra
will perform at the Centre in the
Square tonight at 8:00 pm. Tickets
are $7.50, $9.00 and $10.50.
JAN 20
OSIAN ELLIS, the worldfamous
harpist and award winning
recording artist will give a rare
concert appearance in the
Humanities Theatre, U of W. The
concert startsat 8:00 pm.and tickets
are $7.00 and $5.50 for students.
SECOND CITY TROOP
performs in the Turret tonight.
JAN 22
FM showcases their new album
"City of Fear" at the Waterloo
Motor Inn. Doors open at 8:00pm.
and tickets are $4.00 for Fed.
members and $5.00 for others.
Music at noon will feature Organ
Duet Recital, Barrie Cabena, Jan
Overduin. Concert will be held at 12
noon in the Keffer Memorial
Chapel. Admission free and
everyone is welcome.
JAN 23, 24
Spend an evening with the
madman of classical music, P.D.Q.
Bach. He will perform with the
Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony
Orchestra Friday and Saturday,
January 23 and 24at 8:00 pm. at The
Centre in the Square. The program
includesP.D.Q. Bach's "Schleptet",
"Piano Concerto versus Orchestra",
"Eine Kleine Nichtmusik" and"The
Gross Concerto". Tickets cost
$7.50, $10.00 and $12.50 from The
Centre in the Square bdx office, 578-
-1570.
JAN 25
A baroque concert will be
performed by The Canadian
Chamber Ensemble and the Victor
Martens Chamber Choir Sunday,
January 25 at 8:00 pm. in St. Mary's
Roman Catholic Church, 211 Union
St., Simcoe, Ont. For program, see
January 8 listing (Cambridge
Baroque Concert).
JAN 29
Music at noon will feature Irving
Ilmer, violin-Boyd McDonald,
piano. Concert will be held at 12
noon in the Theatre Auditorium.
Admission is free and everyone
welcome.
JAN 30
Evening concert will feature
Concerto Concert 1. Concertwill be
held at 8 pm. in the Theatre
Auditorium. Admission free.
BRUCE COCKBURN, a
Canadian singerand songwriter is in
concert at The Centre in the Square
at 8:00 pm. Tickets are $7.00, $8.00
and $9.00
FILMS
Jan. 15
￿WLU will present four films on
astronomy and associated subjects
at 7:00 p.m. in the Arts Building
Room IEI. The series is sponsored
by the WLU physics department
with host, Prof Raymond Koenig, a
WLU astronomer. Tonight's films,
many produced by NASA, are
HEAD—the New Universe, The
Invisible Universe, Journey to the
Stars and The Music of the Spheres.
Admission is free and everyone is
welcome.
JAN 16,17
Movie Night organized by the
Chinese Students Association at
7:00 pm. featuring VICTORY and
THE EVERLASTING GLORY.
The price of admission is $2.00 for
non-members and $1.50 for
members
JAN 19
APOCALYPSE NOW is being
screened at 7:00 pm. and again at
10:00pm. tonight in IEI.Admission
is $2.25
JAN 29
THE DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS,
based on the novel by John
Wynham and short-subject: THE
SAND CASTLE will be shown in
the Humanities Theatre at U of W.
Show starts at 8:00 pm.
SMALL CLUBS
•The Vegetarian club of the
University of Waterloo is holding 7
cooking demonstration workshops.
Are you a vegetarian or trying to be
one? Learn to prepare savories,
chutneys, halva, curries and even
vegeburgers. Gain complete
vegetarian understanding by
tongue, belly and mind. Come
hungry! Bring afriend, it's free. The
vegetarian club meets in the Psych
building at U of W in the 3rd floor
lounge at 6:00 p.m.
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NEW REVOLUTIONS
by GregBrown
Up until recently, few people
realised that Rialto Records' band
The Planets, who scored a hit with
their first Canadian single release,
"Iron For The Iron", were not, in
the strictest sense ofthe word,a fully
fledged "band".
I Critically, Steve Lindsey, former
pass player with Deaf School, used
the "Planets" monicker as
something of a Vehicle to record a
collection of his own songs using
numerous session musicians. This
resulted in the highly acclaimed
debut album "Goon Hilly Down",
distributed by Polygram in Canada.
The album was a smartly produced
selection of bright pop sounds,
which included such memorable
material as "Lines", the first U.K.
hit; "Iron for The Iron", the
Canadian hit single; the clever
harmonies of "Break It To Me
Gently"; and the compulsive pop-
funk of"Ball And Chain" and"Too
Late".
The latter halfof June '80 saw the
U.K. release of the single "Don't
Look Down" b/w "I Want To
Touch You", both original Steve
Lindsey compositions, both of
which appear on the new album.
The actual release of"Spot" in the
U.K. came this fall, to considerable
acclaim. The production chores
were handled by Lindsey himself,
along with co-producer Nigel Gray,
best known for his work withPolice.
Steve is a noted produce in his own
right, having left hisstudio talents to
up-and-coming U.K. bands, like
The Negatives, from Sheffield, and
Kate Robbins (of Prima Donna)
solo single. Furthermore, Steve's
amazing talent isrevealed by the fact
that not just the track mentioned
above, but all the cuts on "Spot" are
original Steve Lindsey composi-
tions.
"Spot" by the Planets is certainto
strengthen the base built by "Goon
Hilly Down" and "Iron For The
Iron", and turn the tunes into a
household name across Canada.
The Inmates "Shot In the Dark"
Polydor recording artists The
Inmates have returned with a
collection of 'down home' rhythm
and blues numbers which
effortlessly evoke the classic '50's,
while, at the same time, updating the
legacy for the '80s.
Hot-on-the-heels of their
critically-acclaimed debut, which
included their own version of the
Standell's "Dirty Water", The
Inmates have recorded "Shot in the
Dark."
The new LP finds them tackling
such chestnuts as the Music
Machine's "Talk, Talk", and the
Sontes' "So Much in Love," as well
as a batch oforiginals, including the
Creedence Clearwater-influenced
"Heartbeat" as well as "Tell Me
What's Wrong," "SweetRain," and
"Crime Don't Pay."
Individually, the five Inmates are:
vocalist Billy Hurley; Peter Gunnon
guitar (who, under the pseydonym
of P. Staines, writes the group's
original material); Ben Donnelly on
bass; rhythm guitarist Tony Oliver;
and, the newest addition, Jim
Russell on drums.
"First Offence," The Inmates'
debut album proved to be a
favourite with Canadian pro-
grammers. It included the band's Ist
U.K. hit (released in England on the
Soho Label) entitled"Dirty Water."
This track, along with "The Walk"
(which were provided exclusively on
the Canadian pressing of "First
Offence") made a substantial
impact on both AM and FM/AOR
radio across the country.
Their North American tour,
which included Canadian dates,
proved very successful. Audiences
found the group to be a true dance
band thatplayed scorching R and B
which was simultaneously a throw-
back to the British invasion of the
early sixties and as modern as the
latest wave.
WRITER'S CORNER
First ofall a great many thanks to
those writers who have worked
diligently throughout last ter m and
now have helped us start the new
one, many on short notice.
It comes to mind though, that a
few select individuals still feel shy
about writing for the Cord. They say
they couldn't write articles for a
PAPER ... lost somewhere in this
thought is the fact that this is your
studentpaper. Althoughsomeofthe
poets are yet invisible, submissions
do come in. Ifyou are a littleshyand
if it helps any, trial articles are
another approach ... after all, it's
worth a try. Cynthia Uedkte
Mr. John Aird is an Honary Patron
The Kitchener-Waterloo
Symphony Orchestra Association is
pleased to announce theLieutenant
governor of Ontario, The
Honourable John Black Aird, 0.C.,
Q.C., 8.A., LL.D. has accepted the
position of Honorary Patron of the
Association.
Prior to his appointment as
Lieutenant Governor of Ontario,
His Honour was a seniorpartner in
the firm ofAird and Berlis. He has
served as Chairman of Algoma
Central Railway and Reed
Stenhouse Companies Limited. In
addition, he was a member of the
Board of Directors of the Bank of
Nova Scotia and many other
nationaland internationcompanies.
While a member of the Senate of
Canada, His Honour wasChairman
of the Standing Committee on
Foreign Affairs. He was also the
Chairman of the Canadian Section
of the Canada-United States
Permanent JointBoard on Defence.
In 1974, His Honour left the Senate
to become Chairman ofthe Institute
for Research on Public Policy
The Honourable John Black Aird
was born in Toronto and educated
at Upper Canada College, Trinity
College and Osgoode Hall. He is
married and has four children.
The Kitchener-Waterloo
Symphony Orchestra Association
welcomes the support andinterestof
such a distinguished Canadian. His
appointment as Honorary Patron
reflects the maturing reputation and
stature of the Kitchener-Waterloo
Symphony Orchestra.
Baroque Music With Victor Martens et al.
K-W Chamber Music Society
invites you to a concert of Baroque
Music by the Victor Martens
Chamber Choir and Canadian
Chamber Ensemble directed by
Victor Martens.
The program will include:
Bach.Telemann and Vivaldi
featuring J.S. Bach: Brandenbury
Concerto No. 4, G.P. Telemann:
Concerto ForThree Trumpets, Two
Oboes, Timpani, Strings &
Continuo (Friday Only: Telemann,
Concerto for Two Horns &
Orchestra; Saturday Only: Vivaldi,
Piccolo Concerto), C.P.E. Bach:
Magnificai, For Four Soloists,
Choir, & Orchestra. Soloists are:
Donna Trifunovich, soprano;
Patricia Pascoe, alto; Dennis
Giesbrecht, tenor; Roy Lichti,
baritone. Instrumental Soloists are:
Tom Kay, Carolyn Hagedorn,
flutes; John Tickner, Erik Schultz,
Johanna Quartel, trumpets; Jim
Mason, Faith Leven, oboes; Ron
Brown, timpani; Felix Acevedo,
Nina Brickman, horns; Tom Kay,
piccolo. Jan Overduin, organ
continuo.
These performances will be Fri.
Jan 16—St. Andrew's, Kitchener at
8:00 pm. and Sat. Jan. 17—St.
John's, Waterloo also at 8:00 pm.
Tickets are $6—Students/Seniors
$4 and can be obtained in advance
from Church Offices (St. Andrew's
Presbyterian Church, Queen &
Weber, Kitchener. St. John's
Lutheran Church, 22 Willow St.,
Waterloo) or by mail from
KWCMS, 57 Young St. W.
Waterloo N2L 2Z4 or at the door.
Music's The Game
Jeremy Constant, violinist, and
Sydney Bulman-Fleming, pianist,
will perform at the Centre in the
Square on January 25, at 8:00 p.m.
Since leaving his native home
Waterloo, Mr. Constant has studied
with Itzhak Perlman, served as
concertmaster of an important
New York orchestra, won the
National Dv Maurier Talen
Contest's top prize in 1979, and
attained a coveted place in the San
Franscisco Opera orchestra. His
concert for us will be the first held in
the new Studio, Centre in the
Square—which is nowready for use!
Sydney Bulman-Fleming, when
not at his post as Assistant Professor
of Mathematics at WLU, is one of
the area's finest chamber pianists.
Program includes: Brahms,
Sonata No. 3 Prokofiev,Sonata No.
2 andshort pieces by Wieniawki and
others.
Tickets $6, $4 for seniors and
students (unreserved). From Centre
in the Square Box Office, 578-1570,
or mail order from K-W Chamber
Music Society, 57 Young St. West,
Waterloo, N2L.2Z4
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Appearing this Week
GLIDER
(formerly lan Thomas Band)
Coming Soon
T_>_»n__fl__ HeadThf-ZBroker,
WEDNESDAY, JAN21
Anyone interested in working
overseas with CUSO is invited to
attend an Information Meetingand
slide show ofNigeria at 7:30 pm. in
Rm 232South Campus Hall, UofW
For more detailscontactKerrie Strathy,
Rm. 234ASCH, phone 885-1211 ex 3144
OBJECTIVISM
Authorized taped lectures on
the history of philosophy
by AYN RAND associate
DR. LEONARD PEIKOFF
Call H. J. Layh 742-3330
X x
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POETICS
INHERITANCE OF THE
MEEK
I used to want to be a fireman, before
Now I'm a chartered accountant and a bore
I know this 'cause my existence is so meek
I want to look conservative when we meet.
Good morning
Good afternoon
Good evening
I am so polite!
I like wearing my woolenplaid checked coat
I got it for one dollar at the thirft shop
I wear it with my other checkered hat
The feather makes me proud to be a man.
I like the brown spots on the backs of my hand
I buy people with my money, you know that
I sit sober with acquaintances over tea
Another round of hot water, it's on me!
Credit sales
Debit accounts
Move that digit
Don't quit!
I enjoy being a bore, I have the right
I keep my family happy, we never fight
I know this 'cause my existence is so meek
I like being the little man on the street.
J. Bryce
STILL A DIME A DOZEN
I see you on the street
You've got on that yolk raincoat
I am driving thru the sleet
And I drive on down the road
Your look is so despondent
I've got grease paints on the seat
Don't pick you up no more
'Cause mine is such a bore.
You're still a dime a dozen
Though inflation is arisin'
You'll never be worth no dollars
'Til the roads are frozen over.
Inflation's economic, no doubt
It's constant in progression
But I spend some of my time
Thinkin' you're not on my route
Your face is easy over
In my mind there is no loss
I never worry 'bout inflation
'Cause my dime still buys a lot.
I'll leave you in your shell
'Til you're a complement to ham
When the green has come and gone
And the icy streets are hell
Your scrambled looks are tempered
I get tempera with my self
I can paint you into a corner
You will picture all my wealth.
JeffreyBryce
SAP RUNS
Visit when you like;
Your chair is always near the fire,
And we've had so many good times in its light,
So many good times in its warmth.
Come visit in midwinter;
We can rest and watch the burning,
Watch the pictures in the flames -
The dry fall logs are waiting.
When nights turn long and lonely,
Leave time and trial behind you;
Weather out the winter;
Kiss good-bye in the spring.
Michael Orr
THE BEAT
Hiding in the deep shadows ofmy heart,
the drums are still beating,
pounding out the message,
I'm hoping you'll hear.
Can you hear the message,
in those soft and tender beats,
the love and the passion,
that pounds in my heart?
If you can't hear the message I play,
thensoon I'll beat for another,
who may come my way,
but your rhythm will always
remain.
Dan McGann /SO.
PRETENTIOUS POETS
Pretentious Poets
Avoid cliches
And sip the wine
In some natural food restaurant -avoiding cliches all the while
Till the wee hours - fashionable -Some pretend to be British - also
fashionable
Others read the novels
of those established writers
That they feel must be read -misguided
While yet others of the 'race'
Sit and crank out crap
TilJ they're blue in the face
and pained by thepointer - thetragic
hero
Some group together
and do cut-ups
and are cut-up
Till they laugh
or cry
or both - foolsBut then, the funniest part is,
The public takes some of them
seriously
And history, of all preposterous
thoughts, (
History claims them.
Martin Kuske '79
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Wilfrid Laurier University Student's Union
NOTICE OF ANNUAL
MEETING OF MEMBERS
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Annual Meeting ofMembers of
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY STUDENTS UNION (the"Corporation*)
will be held at the Head Office of the Corporation, in the City of Waterloo,
on THURSDAY, the 10th day ofFEBRUARY, 1981, at the hourof 10:00 o'clock
in the CONCOURSE, for the following purposes:
1. TO receive the Financial Statements of the Corporation
for year ended August 31st, 1980, together with the report of
the auditors thereon and the report of the directors.
2. TO elect directors.
3. TO elect a President and Vice-President:Secretary.
4. TO appoint auditors and authorize the directors to fix
the remuneration of such auditors.
5. TO transact such further or other business as may
properly come before the meeting or any adjournment or
adjournments thereof.
DATED at WATERLOO, the sth day of JANUARY, 1981
BY ORDER OF THE BOARD
William Randy Elliott
Viee—President.Secretary
SPORTS
Laurier's All-Canadians
Rich Payne, from Brama-
lea, was named, for a secon
time, All-Canadian line-
backer. He also received an
award presented for the first
time this season, The
President's Award. This new
award recognizes the
achievements of defensive
backs and linebackers, often
overlooked for defensive
awards.
Barry Quarrel, a Thunder
Bay native, was named
C.I.A.U. All Canadian
defensive back as a result of
his 1980 performance for the
Golden Hawks.
Golden Hawk Mid-fielder
Scott Frazer was named First
Team All-Canadian and
sweeper Paul Scholtz was
named to the Second Team
All Canadian list. This year
may also prove to be the first
time ever that the All-
Canadian team will compete
against an AU-American
team from the United States.
The game could be held as a
warm-up to the North
American Soccer League
(NASL) "Soccer Bowl"
championship game.
The game will be played
September 27th at C.N.E.
stadium in Toronto ifall goes
well.
First Team All-Star—Scott Fraser (midfielder).
Second Team All-Star—Paul Scholtz (sweeper).
All-Canadian linebacker award presented to Rich Payne byFrank Cella,vice-presidentand ErikHansen, president of Nestle Enterprises Ltd.
All-Canadian defensive back award presented to Barry Quarrel at CIAU Luncheon hosted byNestle.
Fubar Winless In Intramurals
by Joe Malec
Fubar Biology ran up against an
undefeated 9 Million Dollar Unit
team and helped them retain that
status. The question that is on
everyone's lips is "what is wrong
with Fubar?" They have yet to put
together a winning game, but they
are having fun.
Fubar must be givena littlecredit,
however, as they came out with the
same high flying spirits as the 9
MillionDollar Unit; but theysimply
could notmuster an effective attack.
Gilroy played a strong defensive
game for his 9 Million Dollar team
in aiding themto a4-1 victory in this
first game of 1981. Goal scorers for
the victors were Cartmel, Sheppard,
Ramsey and Monahan while the
lone goal for the loosers was
registered by Mclvor.
The secondgame on Monday Jan.
5 pitted the WLU No Stars and the
undefeated Indecent Assault squad
in a see-saw battle which eventually
ended up with another win by
Indecent Assault.
Early in the game WLU had
trouble getting things organized in
their own end as the diligent
forechecking and backchecking by
the Indecent Assault team served to
disruptany type ofattack attempted
by WLU. The efforts of Indecent
Assaultearned thema 2-0lead at the
endof the first,and a 6-4 win after60
minutes of play.
Donelle scored what proved to be
the winner with Strickland adding
an insurance goal. Other goalscame
off the sticks of Rudd, Hohol and
Charnoski with 2. For the No-Stars,
goals were scored by Hammond,
Lowrieand Kelter with 2 in theirno-
win game.
Tuesday night's first game was a
lop-sided victory by Smedleys
Helmuts over the Ice Hawks.The win
for Smedleys Helmuts was a
combination of smart play on the
part of the winners and a sagging
defense on the part of the defeated.
The Helmuts never stopped
skating as they continually moved
around, finding the open spot and
feeding the man which served to
create many scoring opportunities,
most of which they cashed in on. At
the end of thefirst they led 3-0, then
increased this to 6-1 by the endofthe
second and ended the gamewith a 9-
-3 victory.
Smitty, in the net for the Hawks,
did not have one of his better
appearances as he looked shaky on
several of the Helmuts scores.
Perhaps a less porous defence next
game will help Smitty have a better
game.
The midnight game featured the
Gamecocks and the much improved
Molson Canadians who acquired
the services of two new players:
Saultie and Panton, over the
holidays.
The evenings match has to rate as
one of the finest of the hockey
season with lots of fast skating and
close checking being the name ofthe
game.
Luke Brown proved to be the hero
of the night as he scored the winning
goal with exactly one minute left in
the third period to lift the
Gamecocks to a 5-4 victory. The
Canadians came close to tieing the
score several seconds later as they
hada 2 manbreakaway andfailed to
cash in on the chance.
In his debute appearance for the
Canadians, Saultie contributed 3
goals, while McCordale added the
fourth. Scorers for the Gamecocks
were Brown with a total of 3 and
singles posted by Manchella and
Cathers.
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Hawks Hot but split a pair
by Fred McCauley
The W.L.U. Hockey Hawks are
coming off a pretty successful week
although they did not win both of
the games they played. The Golden
Hawks possibly played their best
game of the season when York
shadedLaurier 4-3 last Wednesday.
Hawk coach Wayne Gowing felt
that the team was just unlucky
around the York goal and generally
outplayed the Yeomen. Laurier
outshot York and tied the game 4-4
late in the final period. However, the
referee ruled that the puck was
kicked in and the goal was
disallowed. Greg Mills, DaveBogart
and Jeff Clarke each scored for
Laurier.
The Golden Hawks played Brock
at the Auditorium over the weekend
and had little trouble with the
struggling St. Catharines team. The
Hawks trounced Brock 11-3 to
remain in a playoff position. The
gamesi wereifairly close until late in
the second period, with Laurier
leading 2-1. It was at this time that
the Hawks scored threeunanswered
goals before the period ended. In the
thirdperiod the Hawks continued to
score regularly as six goals got
behind theBrock netminder. Brock
didmanage to score two goals in the
period but this was not enough to
prevent theresulting lopsided score.
Coach Gowingwas happy about
his team scoring eleven goals but
stated that the Hawks still
committed a few errors both in their
own zone and the opposing end.
These must be avoided in future
gamesif the Hawks hope to move up
in the standings. Defenceman Brian
Crombeen played a strong game for
Laurier, leading the scoring brigad
with two goals andtwoassists. Mark
James and Mike Smith also scored
twice for the Hawks with singles
going to Greg Mills, Dan Speck,
Dan McCafferty, Daryl Benjamin
and Paul McSorley.
The Hawk's next game is on Jan.
14against Ryerson. This is another
struggling team and if the Hawks
play Ryerson liketheyplayedBrock,
they should move up another two
points. The Golden Hawks now
have a record of7-6-1 and withonly
three points separating the top six
teams, the playoff picture is still
pretty foggy. The Hawks play two
exhibition games in Ohio before
returning for their next home game
on Jan. 22 against Guelph.
Off and Running
by Dave Menary
Continuing a running, jogging, or
cross country skiing program
through the winter monthsis part of
a sensible way to keep in running
form year round. In fact, there are
those individuals who actually
prefer cold-weather running to
warm weather running. Granted the
cold temperatures can cause
problems. This is easily abated by
following your common sense and
abiding by a few tips.
Perhaps the major obstacle to
concern yourself with the weather.
Compounding matters is the wind
chill factor which can be a serious
source of problems. Warm clothing
therefore, takes precedenceand yet,
too many layers will act to defeat
your objectiveofwarmth.By having
too many layers of clothing, your
body may not be sufficientiyable to
breath with the outside air. The
excess sweat accompanying such a
sequence of events will remain
trapped next to your skin and you
may consequently develop chills.
The windchill factor deserves
keen scrutiny, as this can produce
much colder actual temperatures
than those reported. To counter this
obstacle, a helpful hint would be to
run into the wind when your c first
beginning yourrun orskiingventure
to ensure thaton yourway back, you
will be heading with the windat your
back, not into its path. A woollen
toque, a ski mask and even goggles
have been used to ward off
inclement weather variables. Of
these, the hat is the most essential
(the majority of body heat is lost
through the head and scalp).
Advised clothing also includes a
good pair of mittens or gloves. Of
these, mitts retain warmth to a
greater extent. There also exitsts
male-female differences which need
special attention in cold weather.
Males should wear an extra pair of
shorts* or sweat pants to prevent
what one observer labelled as
"frozen popsicle".
Warm ups preceding outdoor
winter activity is no less important
than at any other time of the year; in
fact it is probably of more
importance to precede activity by
adequate warmups in the winter
months than in the summertime. I
have often heard of runners who
have suffered muscle pulls etc. in
cold weather or when their muscles
were cold. Conversly, rarely have
such complaints registered
themselves in a warm weather
environment. Consequently,
wanning up serves to do what it says
it does, raise body temperature.
Specifically, those active muscles
receive increased amounts of blood
and metabolites which subsequently
raise the working muscles'
temperature and prepare the muscle
for the trauma to follow. To
illustrate the importance of this case
inpoint, consider the following
anecdote which presented itself the
other day. My roommate, after
spending a short time outside in the
frigid cold, returned indoors. After
Halifax Shag
HALIFAX(CUP) -The decision tocut a Dalhousie university student
from the varsity volleyball team
because of the length ofhis hairwas
unfair, said university president
Andrew MacKay.
But MacKay, who is also
president ofthe Nova Scotia Human
Rights Commission, said he did not
think a person's physical attributes
should prohibit him or her from
participation if they do not affect
athletic ability.
"Personally I would not have
come to the same decision," he said.
MacKay is unsure if it is within his
jurisdiction to overrule the decision.
Peter Jacobs was cut from the
Dalhousie volleyball tigers when he
refused to cut his shoulder length
hair. Although Jacobs offered to tie
back his hair, coach Al Scott stuck
by his original decision.
Assistant ombudsman Shauna
Sullivan is now handling Jacobs'
case. "I think it is unfair," she said.
"Peter would have been on the team
if not wrongly dealt with. I think it
reflects badly on Dalhousie."
Athletic director Ken Bellemare
supports Scott's decision. Theyboth
said Jacob's hairmight touchthe net
and prompt a referee to call a
penalty.
They also felt the length of
Jacob's hair would reflect badly on
the team. Bellemare said the
situation was similar to that of the
Universite dc Moncton team, which
is laughed about because it is the
French team in a predominatly
English league. He said the tigers
would be ridiculed for a long haired
player.
Women's volleyball coach Lois
MacGregor said several members of
her team have hair longer than
Jacobs'. She also said hair touching
the net is a "picky call that depends
on the umpire."
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THE CHICQPEE SKI CLUB 1
396 Morrison Road Kitchener, Ontario 742-5844
OPERATING HOURS
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$59
Fitness Sale
You've made your New Year's Resolution
to "Get in Shape & StayFit", Lady Fitness
nc»w gives you until January 31st to join
in on below 1980 rates!
PRICE INCREASES FEB. 1 ST.
so doing, he quickly leapt upstairs
with such abandon that he painfully
pulled his gastrochmius or calf
muscle. I somewhat lightheartedly
suggested to him thatheshould have
"warmed up" before attempting his
ascent of the stairs. Of course, I
wasn't being serious and yet such a
step, in retospect, maynot havebeen
such a bad idea after all.
One of the things or questions
which has caught my attention and
espoused my inquistion on more
that a few occasions is thatas I age,I
become more prone to assorted
muscle injuries if I donot take the
necessary preventive Measure
(stretching etc.) before 1 exercise.
Indeed, this phenomenon has
spurred me to ask others of this
concern and they have generally
related similar accounts. It seems
that you don't have the same
reckless freedom that was once
associated with your early years.
Remember when you could run,
jump and play in your youth and
warmups were unknown? Now it
seems that more time is needed to
warm up than is necessitated for the
actual activity.
runner is road or trail conditions.
Perhaps I shoud clarify the term
"road conditions". What I really
mean is "sidewalk conditions". Any
runner foolhardy enough to run oh
the snow or ice covered road is
asking for trouble. The simple fact
that your path along a road as well
as a car's path are not predictable
(owing to the possibility of skidding
or slipping) is justification enough
for seeking a safer running habitat. I
had to modify my summer routes by
running strictly in the city on
sidewalks for the winter. Many
sidewalks are not cleared ofsnow or
Another concern to the winter
ice and for this reason it is wise to
ease up on your pace and watch
carefully the oncoming path. With
uneven snow coverage, sprained
ankles and even fractures are not
uncommon.
An important piece of advice to
the winter runner is not to bite off
more then you can chew. Ifyou run
toofar and have to stop, it may have
dire consequences for you. If you
stop running, youare not generating
heat and the sweat you retain inside
yourclothing will become very cold,
perhaps even freeze. This is why it is
a must to continue running despite
the inclination not to.
Strike at
Complex
by Tim Baines
As everyone has no doubtheard,
the members of CUPE 926 are on
strike. This of course will affect the
sanitationand upkeep of the school
but what you may not realize is that
the strike could have an adverse
effect on the Athletic Complex —specifically the pool.
The custodians responsibilities
around the pool include the
necessary cleaning of the pool and
the maintenance of a constant water
temperature of 78 degrees.
Sometime last Saturday morning,
the heater was shut off. This caused
a sizable drop in water temperature
and made the pool uncommonly
cool for a swimming meet which
took place on the weekend.
According to Assistant Athletic
Director Rich Newbrough, the staff
at the Complex has worked
diligently to keep the pool
functioning and the insides of the
Complex clean. Through their
efforts, the pool water has been
raised to temperature of 74 degrees.
Some members ofthe staffremained
after 1:00am. in order to keep this
valuable facility in top shape. Even
Athletic Director Dave "Tuffy"
Knight was said tohave beenwieldin
a broom last night, in an effort to
attain cleanliness in the Athletic
Shrine which he reigns over. Coach
Nebroueh went on to say that the
staffwill continueto put a maximum
effort into keeping the pool open
and the Complex in it's usual clean
state.
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Watch
Powder-
Puff
Football
(
Fitness:
What it does
for your body
it does
for yourmind.
A reputation built by word ofmouth
SeagramsYO.
Canada s most respected 8 year old whisky.
BIZ SQUASH LADDER
starts again
forms in student lounge
in Peter's Building— $2. ENTRY FEE —PRESENT MEMBERS NOT REQUIRED
TO RE-REGISTER
Tamiae Hockey
Remaining Game*
Basketball
by Rick Pajor
The WLU Mens Varsity
Basketball Squad sawaction on two
fronts this week as OUAA West
division league play got underway.
Tuesday January 6, at the Athletic
Complex, the Hawks survived a mid
game comeback attempt to even
defeat the Brock Badgers by a score
of 85-89.
The purple andgold jumpedtoan
early 12-4 lead by Brock chipped
awayand trailedby one athalf time.
It was in the Second half that the
Hawks took control with, hot-
handed shooting. At one stretch in
the contest the host squadconnected
for 16 straight points while Brock
failed to register a single tally.
Lean Arendse, a product of St.
Catherines led all shooters with 26
points, 20 of which came in the
Second half.
Paul Flack who shattered a
backboard in pre-s'eason
tournament at Concordia
University, tossed in 20points ofhis
own.
The team played inspired defence
and held the Badgers to a mere 20
points in the second half of the
contest.
With one win under theirbelts the
Hawks travelled to Guelph to take
on the Griffins last Saturday night.
The outcome, however, was
somewhat of a disappointment as
the locals found themselves on the
short end of a 79-54 score.
A lack ofexperience coupled with
poor shooting, lead to the defeat.An
ankle injury, suffered by Bob
Fitzgerald during the Christmas
workouts left the Hawks with only 1
player more than two"years court
experience against the 6th ranked
Griffins. Shooting was,in polite
terms, somewhat less than desirable.
"We just started making mental
errors, turning the ball overand just
didn't takegood shots," commented
Laurier veteran Leon Arendse.
It is a big jump to university ball
from the high school ranks,and only
time and experience can provide the
ingredients which the Laurier
rookies lack. One rookie who, if the
past two games are any indication,
appears to be headed in the right
direction as far as adjustment is
concerned is Enzo Piazzo the highly
touted guard fresh out of W.D.
Lowe High School in Windsor,
scored 10 points in game
and hooped 8 in approximately 10
minutes of action against Brock. As
Enzo and the rest of the first year
men gain further seasoning, the
clubs fortunes are expected to turn
around.
They will attempt to do just thatat
the PAC in Waterloo against their
arch rival Warriors this Saturday
night.
The Warriors won the initial
match between the twoclubs, during
the exhibition campaign, so the
Hawks will undoubtedly viewthis as
more than justanother game. Don't
miss the rematch this Saturday at
8:00 p.m.
Klein shines in
U of W Tourney
If this past weekend was any
indication, the WLU Men's Squash
Team is going tobe infor an exciting
season. At the University of
Waterloo Invational on Saturday,
the Hawksfinished a close second to
Western. The battle for first place
went right down to the wire.
Number 5 Keith Taylor and number
3, Todd Schaefer defeated their
Western opponents while number 4,
Tom Delamereand number 2,Geoff
Biddell lost colse matches. It all
came down to the last match of the
day between number 1,PeteKlein of
Laurier and Malcom Forrester of
Western. This match featured some
of the best squash seen so far this
year. Pete lost in a tough match, with
Western defeating Laurier 3-2
overall. At the awards ceremony
afterwards, Barney Lawrence, coach
of the Waterloo team called Pete
Klein a "rising new squash player ...
and great things shall be heard from
him in the near future."
The team would like to thank
Barney Lawrence and the U of W
team for putting on a fine
tournament. The next tournament is
this Saturday, January 17th at
MacMaster; if you happen to be
down in that area, drop on by and
support the Hawks.
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Feb. 4 10 vs. 6
Jan. 15
Jan 18
Jan 21
Jan. 22
Jan. 25
Jan. 28
Jan. 29
Feb. 1
6 vs. 7
2 vs. 9
4 vss. 7
1 vs. 10
3 vs. 8
5 vs. 6
4 vs. 5
3 vs. 6
2 vs. 7
1 vs. 9
10 vs. 8
9 vs. 7
Feb. 5
Feb. 8
Feb. 11
Feb. 12
Feb. 25
Feb. 25
Mar. 1
2 vs. 5
3 vs. 4
2 vs. 3
10 vs. 4
9 vs. 5
8 vs. 6
1 vs. 7
8 vs. 4
9 vs. 3
10 vs. 2
1 vs. 6
7 vs. 5
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I NEED ROOM TO STRETCH THOSE LEGS? I
Try Waterloo Region's Newest and Largest
Roller Skating Centre
• Oneof North America's largest featuring new waveandrock music,
skating surfaces, over 19,000 sq. • Special lighting effects.
ft. of smooth golden plastic. • Close to city bus routes
• 3,600 watts of super stereo system
•-EVERY TUESDAY EVENING 1
7to 10p.m. IsSTUDENT BARGAIN NIGHT. Students with I.D. —$1.00 admission.Non-students—$2.00
i-EVERYWEDNESDAY EVENING 1
7:30 to 10:30p.m. IsWOMEN'S BARGAIN NIGHT. Women —$1.00 admission.
r-FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENINGS 1Double sessions 7:30 to9:30 & 9:00 to 11:30p.m. featuring thebest in newwave& rock
| music,$2.50 admission — 75C skate rental, $1.00 extrasession.
[-TUESDAY, JAN. 20TH — "UNIVERSITY NIGHT" 1
Free admission to any student from UW or WLU upon
presentation of student card - skaterental not included.
I DROP IN AND PICK UP A SCHEDULE OR CALL 886-7777
Money-Back Drop in and see for yourself! If not completely satisfied WITHIN FIRST
HALF HOUR OF ANY SESSION] your money cheerfully refunded
Super Skate Seven is centrally located in Waterloo on Marsland Drive, which
runs between University Avenue F.ast and Columbia Street — across from Hillside
Park.
_^
*_n ***"■
1 341 MARSLAND DRIVE - WATERLOO ~ „sFI H T —■l PHONE 886-7777 \ " "" XjM
———————————■—.——————————————w^_———^m^^^^^—^^^^_^^^y
HUNG GARKUNGFuM H
**;- _r_^ii __r .
- Classical self defence & H fcj^
On/y $25 /or the semester
- Registration in the A.C, £^|SvlW
January 19, 21 in upper Jfc:c/assrooms 4:30 -6 p.m. ***/IB pi
GRADUATING STUDENTS
Are You Interested in Migrating to Alberta?
Learn About Calgary & Edmonton
in this complete economic analysis which is a must for
anyone contemplating a move — find out about
HOUSING, WAGES, FOOD COSTS, JOBS,
CLIMATE <& ECONOMIC OUTLOOK— complete data including charts & graphs.
Send today for the only report of its kind written by our
chief economist.
$20 OThlr™78 Send CheC<ue 0r Mone* order ,0:Wedgeport Inv. (Canada) Ltd.
114-252 Stone Rd. W.,
Guelph, Ontario
NIG2V7
KENT HOTEL
59King North
(Walking Distance from WLU)
OPEN SUNDAYS
12:00 a.m. — 10:00p.m.
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturdays
2 item, 4 sace pizza
$125
Private partita, 10-200people, room &va_Meatnocoet
Touch Football Champions
The Watt Studz—Bob Howald, John Cameron, Jim Harden, Eric Beard, Jerry Daigle, TerryBalger, Bob Edlghoffer, Dave Kohler, Steve Cheeseman, Tom Harper, Brian Van Mierio.
WLU High School Tournament
by William McBain
This past weekend Wilfrid
Laurier hosted an Invitational High
School Women's Volleyball
Tournament. The tournament was
co-sponsored by the Sun Life
Assurance Company and Wilfrid
Laurier University.
Twelve teams took part in the
tournament, some travellingfrom as
far away as Sault Ste. Marie.
The semi-finals saw St. Mary's of
Kitchener defeat Earl Haig
Secondary School of Toronto two
games straight in the best of three
playoff. In the second match Henry
Street swept the first two games and
as a result captured the tournament.
The tournaments All-Star team
featured three players from the
Henry Street Squad. They were
Kathleen Shultz, Jeanie Dugan and
Janice Flemming. Earl Haig was
represented by Leslie Cosgrove,
Jackie Ariss represented St. Mary's
and from London Central, who
failed to make the playoffs, Debbie
Whatmore rounded out the All Star
selections.
High School Volleyball action at Laurier on the weekend
PIC
BY
RODGER
TSCHANZ
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FOR SALE
Luxury Townhouse
Condominium
-Four bedrooms, family room,and finished basement, aswell
as a double garage, club house
and pool
Old Poate and Weatmount
884-9193 after 6:00
Birthright offers
• freepregnancy tests- medical assistance
• housing - legal aid
• maternity clothing- counselling/ supportfor women with
problem pregnancies
call:
Wm Birthright
■yP 679-3*83
jfree pregnancy tests available
CARGO IMPORT
CANADA BAZAAR
PIER IMPORTS
of Canada Inc.
presents
The Third Annual
'BE GOOD TO YOURSELFSALEf
Save On
— Southern Comfort Clothing— Nick Nacks of all lands— Our Basketsale
IMPORTBAZAAR
35 KING STREET SOUTH, WATERLOO
(next to Waterloo Square)
886-4730
QI^#7SPORIS
( JR. CROSS COUNTRY PKQ. >
INCLUDES
• boots, _i__QQ• poles, /■ ■■99
• bindings & from _T%sT• installationI Ask about our guaranteed tfcf trade-In. >
f CROSS COUNTRY PKG. 1
' INCLUDES
• leather boots 4_t_\QQ• aluminum bindings ■CU''*'• fiberglass poles __ _■• installation SALE> '■ Sf CROSS COUNTRY PKG. 2
INCLUDES
• fiberglass skis• leather boot*• Rottefella bindings <f JM AAA• fiberglass poles I lljj• installation I —■SALE I I W J
f CROSS COUNTRY PKG. 3INCLUDES
• Bonna fiberglass skisc San Marco leather boots
• Rottefella bindings *M ffi||AAc Excel fiberglass poles ■_■■«'«'• installation I Z"B_JI SALE IWW j
QLVsPORR**■rP.92KtNG<OUTH WATERLOOJfSSsHO* WATtKIOO SQUARE 886 28*0 ___
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UW Federation Board of Entertainment
presents
THE POWDER BLUES
coming soon
FM
Thursday, January 22nd
TheLAST DASHFOR CASHBAND
Thursday, January 29th
Advance tickets available at:
RECORDS ON WHEELS (Kit. & Cambridge)
FORWELL'S SUPER VARIETY and the
FEDERATION OFFICE,
Campus Centre Room 235
THE LEATHER INN
WINTER SALE
EVERYTHING
IN THE STORE A T LEAST
30% OFF
Stainglass hangings, 3qo/0 qff
boxes and mirrors
Southern Comforts 3qo/0 _. 590/0
Clothing OFF
Silver Jewellery 590/0 QFF
Brass 40% OFF
Pine accessories
Le. Planters, Mirrors 30% OFF
Wallshelves
The Leather Inn \
40 King St. South, -KlnflSt Taps lb
Waterloo, Ontario rf watenoo
(across from Waterloo Square) % Square
WINTER RODEO '81 HO-DOWN OFEVENTS
SAT-SUN 11:00 a.m. ATHLETIC LABATT'S LAURIER
17-18 FIELD COWGALS FOOTBALL
MON 19 3:30 p.m. CONCOURSE WINTER RODEO FASHION
PARADE
TUES 20 11:30 a.m. ATHLETIC GUYS INTER-RESIDENCE_ FIELD TUG-O-WAR
" CONCOURSE PARKER BROTHERS
YO-YO & PADDLEBALL
TOURNAMENT
8 p.m. TURRET "SECOND CITY TROOP"9 p.m. - 1 a.m. GRANITE CLUBCURLING BONSPIEL
WED 21 HIGH NOON CONCOURSE/ TRICYCLE STAMPEDE
TORQUE ROOM CROSS COUNTRY &
DOWN HILL SKI SPREE
7 p.m. BUSES TOELORA SLEIGH ROMP
THURS 22 11:30 a.m. ATHLETIC FIELD TUG-O-WAR SHOWDOWN
8 p.m. TURRET "HATFIELD"
FRI 23 HIGH NOON STARTS T.A. PONY EXPRESS RALLY
..PaT.W- B USES LABATT'S SALOON HOPMIDNITE IEI ROCKY HORROR
SAT 24 HIGH ATHLETIC LAURItK
NOON FIELD COWGALS FOOTBALL SHOWDOWN
SNO - SCULPTURE JUDGING
8 p.m. TURRET ROUNDUP
SALOON „ARM WRASSUN,
FINALS"
